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ABSTRACT
The work presented in this dissertation was conducted in 
an effort to achieve improvement in conventional and digital 
control methods applied to chemical processes. Emphasis was 
placed on simplicity and effectiveness in an attempt to provide 
control improvements which are easily implemented and yet 
efficient in their tasks. In these studies digital simulation 
was used exclusively utilizing the IBM 7040 and 360 and the 
XDS Sigma V computers.
Initially the inaccuracies involved in obtaining a first- 
order plus dead time model graphically from an open loop 
response curve are discussed. It is pointed out that fine 
tuning of two and three mode controllers based on these 
inaccurate models is necessary and presently must be done by 
trial and error. Modifications of existing controller tuning 
relations are presented which guide fine tuning attempts and 
eliminate much of the trial and error procedure.
Second, the subject of linear discrete models applied to 
sampled-data systems is considered. A multiple linear least 
squares technique is applied to sampled system input/output 
records to identify parameters of a linear discrete model.
The method is demonstrated to give good results when applied
xii
to linear and non-linear systems with and without dead time. 
The simplicity and flexibility of implementing this modeling 
technique are discussed. Application of this method to 
systems with measurement noise are shown to be improved when 
the data are filtered.
Third, the implementation of linear discrete models in 
Deadbeat, Dahlin and Kalman controller synthesis methods are 
presented. It is demonstrated that the form of the models 
fits well into each of these controller design philosophies. 
The Dahlin algorithms which incorporate a tuning parameter 
give the most consistent performance for model orders and 
sampling times considered. In general, the performance of 
controllers based on low order models is seen to compare well 
with that of higher order controllers.
Fourth, utilizing the speed of the multiple linear 
regression identification, the application of this technique 
in an adaptive control scheme is presented. Applying a 
recursive solution of the regression equation enables the 
updating of the linear discrete model at each sample instant 
and subsequently the adaptation of the control strategy. This 
scheme is demonstrated to provide closer control of a non­
linear, time-variant system than is possible with a stationary 
model.
xiii
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Automatic process control has progressed rapidly since the 
early 1940's. Achievements since this time have included the 
development of such advanced control strategies as non-linear 
control, multivariable control, optimal control, direct digital 
control and adaptive control. Many of these methods have been 
advanced significantly in the last decade as a result of the 
need for efficient control in spacecraft guidance. Paralleling 
this need the development of high-speed, accurate, and flexible 
digital computers enabled many of these advanced control methods 
to be tested and applied.
With this kind of technology and equipment available, the 
chemical industry began turning to digital control of production 
facilities in an effort to gain economic advantage. Many appli­
cations have been encouraging and have been shown to provide 
performance superior to that of conventional analog control 
methods. However, it is doubtful that DDC will replace conven­
tional controllers in all process applications. A need does 
exist, therefore, for continued study and improvement of con­
ventional control techniques as well as for further application 
of more advanced control theory made possible by digital computer
1
implementation. For this reason, the work undertaken in this 
dissertation will be concerned with both conventional analog 
and digital computer aspects of automatic control in the chemical 
industry.
In Chapter II the problem of fine tuning conventional two 
and three mode-controllers based on existing tuning relations is 
considered. Tuning relations considered are functions of first- 
order plus dead time model parameters. Graphical methods are 
presently employed to obtain these model parameters and rely on 
accurately locating two points on a process response curve (1). 
These methods generally result in values of model dead time which 
are too low. Controllers then tuned on the basis of these models 
are not always satisfactory. Fine tuning from this point in an 
effort to obtain improved performance has in the past been by 
intuition and/or trial and error. This chapter develops a modi­
fication of the existing tuning relations which provides guidance 
in fine tuning. In this way nearly all trial and error is elimi­
nated and consistent results are assured.
The subject of Chapter III begins the consideration of 
direct digital implementation in chemical processes. This chap­
ter deals with the basis for all control methods, the process 
model.
The discrete nature of sampled-data systems encourages the 
development of discrete models directly rather than by way of 
discretizing continuous models.
3The form of the transfer function, HG(z), comprised of the 
digital hold device and the process itself, is such that multiple 
linear regression techniques can be applied to identify the model 
constants (parameters). Model identification is then based only 
on a linear regression of the sampled-data records of the system 
input and output. A modeling technique based on multiple linear 
regression only requires the solution of a set of normal equa­
tions and therefore is rapid enough to be applied on-line. Model 
order can also be changed with relative ease requiring only an­
other pass through the system input/output response data already 
collected. The effectiveness of this identification method is 
demonstrated on linear systems as well as on a simulated non­
linear plug flow reactor system.
The effect of measurement noise on modeling accuracy is 
also considered, and comparison of identification using both 
filtered and unfiltered data are presented. The advantage of 
filtering data under these operating conditions is illustrated.
Linear discrete models obtained for the simulated reactor 
were demdnstrated in their capacities as both one step ahead 
predictor models and as free running models. In these studies 
the higher order models provided significantly better results.
Digital controller synthesis methods are the subject of 
Chapter IV. The discrete form of the model fits well into these 
design methods. Flexibility in varying model order is carried 
over to allow: for flexibility in controller order. The advantages
of this flexibility are illustrated with the Deadbeat, Dahlin 
and Kalman controller design algorithms. Controllers based on 
each of these design methods are implemented in the plug flow 
reactor system and compared as to overall control performance 
and manipulate variable action. Comparisons are made also for 
both fast and slow sampling rates.
Finally, Chapter V incorprates the multiple linear regres­
sion modeling technique with a direct controller synthesis 
method in an attempt to achieve an adaptive control scheme.
The intent here is to update the process model with each new 
sample taken, and therefore adapt the controller, which is di­
rectly based on this model to any variation in the operating 
levels of the system. Adaptive control in this fashion is 
demonstrated in application to the non-linear plug flow reactor 
system with a slowly changing feed rate. The result is a 
demonstration of an adaptive control strategy which has the 
capability to function in many possible process applications.
Literature Cited
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CHAPTER II
IMPROVING CONTROLLER SETTINGS BASED ON 
OPEN-LOOP METHODS
Several open-loop techniques for tuning controllers are 
available based on a first-order lag plus dead-time model. 
Generally,the model is fitted to the open loop response curve 
resulting from a step input applied to the process. As most 
processes are of higher than first-order, the model does not 
always fit the response curve accurately. Controllers tuned 
on the basis of such models will not result in the best possible 
closed-loop response. In general,the response will exhibit 
excessive oscillation which is unsatisfactory. Trial and error 
adjustments of the controller parameters can quite often result 
in improved controller performance. Unfortunately these ad­
justments must be based primarily on intuition as there are few 
guidelines available for this type of fine tuning. This chapter 
develops a procedure for meaningful fine tuning of controller 
parameters initially based on generalized open-loop response 
tuning techniques.
Review of Open-Loop Response Tuning
The open loop response of a process to a unit step change 
in the manipulated variable is first obtained experimentally.
6
The response curve is then approximated by a mathematical model 
consisting of a first-order lag plus dead time:
fotpyt = k  e m
Input ts+1 '
The model parameters K (process gain), 0 (dead time), and t 
(process time constant) are best obtained as shown in Figure 1 
(1).
The accurate determination of the point of maximum slope 
(inflection point) of the experimental response curve is a 
necessity in applying this method. Extending a line through 
the inflection point to the time axis determines the value of 0. 
The system time constant, T, is obtained by locating the point 
on the time axis corresponding to 63.2% of the final magnitude 
of the response and subtracting 0 from this value. The system 
gain, K, is simply the ratio of the final response magnitude
to the magnitude of the step input. It should be noted that
for any process the sum of 0 and t is constant:
0 + T = C (2)
Also the value of the constant, C, is the time at which the 
system response attains 63.2% of its final value following a 
step change in input.
oo
63.2% K
cu
o'
1 .00 2.00
)
5. DO3.00 U.00
TIME
6.00 7.00 8.00
Figure 1. First-order lag plus deadtime fitted to step response curve. oo
9Controller Tuning Relations: Having determined the model para­
meters, tuning relations based on these parameters can be applied 
to obtain controller parameters such as proportional gain, Kc, 
reset time, T^, and rate time, Tj, contained in the non-inter­
acting controller given by:
M(s) = controller output
E(s) = magnitude of the difference between the setpoint 
and the process output.
The non-interacting controller of Equation 3 is characterized 
by exhibiting no lags or mode interactions.
Several techniques are available for optimum tuning of 2 
and 3 mode controllers. Of these, methods employing the error- 
integral optimization criteria have been shown to give more 
consistent results (2). The better accepted criteria are the 
integral of the absolute error, IAE, and the integral of the 
absolute error multiplied by total time, ITAE. These are 
defined mathematically as:
M(s) = Kc[l + + Tds] E(s) (3)
where:
(4)
o
and
t|e|dt (5)
o
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The established tuning relations are of the form:
KcK - a(0/T)
b (6)
T^/T = c(e/ T)d (7)
Td/T = e ( 0/ t) f (8)
where: K, 0 and t are model parameters derived from the open-
loop response curve 
Kc » and are the controller parameters in Equation 3 
a through f are constants tabulated in Table I based on 
optimum IAE and ITAE values for PI and PID controllers 
tuned for load changes 
Equations 6 through 8 allow the tuning of 2 and 3 mode con­
trollers with knowledge of the model parameters K, t, and 0. 
Description of System Studied
In order to determine the effectiveness of controllers 
tuned by the method described above,a third-order system with 
dead time (Figure 2) was simulated on a digital computer. The 
response curve of the third-order system was fitted with a first- 
order lag plus dead time model. Figure 3 presents a comparison 
between the process response and the model response illustrating 
the model fit.
TABLE I
Constants for Tuning Relations
Optimum
Criteria Mode a b c d e
IAE PI 0.984 -0.986 1.644 0.707
IAE PID 1.435 -0.921 1.139 0.749 0.482
ITAE PI 0.359 -0.977 1.484 0.680
ITAE PID 1.357 -0.947 1.176 0.738 0.381
f
1.137
0.995
D(s)
Point
K
T1
t2
t3
D(s)
0.2
1.0
0.2
0.5
1.0
1/s
Figure 2. Third-Order Process.
(ijS+1)(t2s+1)(t3s+1)
Process
Mqdel .
ni
OQ S. 00 7.001 .00 2.00 9.00 U.OQ
TIME
6.00 0.00
Figure 3. Comparison of process and model step responses.
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The system was studied under the influence of a well de­
fined disturbance, D(s), as this depicts a more likely situation 
than the occurence of a set point change. For this reason all 
controller tuning was done in order to optimize closed-loop 
response to load changes.
As the controller parameters are tuned according to rela­
tionships involving model parameters, the amount by which the 
controller settings deviate from the true optimum settings is 
directly related to how well the model approximates the process 
itself. In order to observe how the closed-loop response of 
the system in Figure 2 would be altered by a controller tuned 
using inaccurate model parameters, the closed-loop output was 
observed as each of the model parameters was varied independent­
ly from its fitted value as determined by the method of Figure 1. 
Controller settings were calculated based on the new model 
parameters. The value of ITAE and a PI controller were used to 
indicate the effect on closed-loop response due to the variation 
of the model parameters. Figures 4(a-c) show the change in ITAE 
as K, 0, and t were independently varied about their fitted 
values. A decreasing value of ITAE resulted when K and 6 were 
increased and also when t was decreased from the values based 
on the fitting method of Figure 1. Also ITAE increased when K 
and 0 were decreased and T was increased from their fitted 
values. Similar results were observed using the IAE criterion.
15
cn
CRITERION - ITRE 
PI CONTROLLER
co
in
(O
7- Model gain from 
y  response curve
4mm
cn
1.15 1.25
GRIN
Figure 4a. Sensitivity of ITAE criterion to variation in model 
gain* K.
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s?
CO
CRITERION - ITHE 
PI CONTROLLER
to
Model dead time from 
response curve
m
.55 .60
THETfl
c
Figure 4b. Sensitivity of ITAE criterion to variations in model 
dead time, 6.
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g
CD
CRITERION - ITRE 
PI CONTROLLER
to
Model time constant 
from response curve/*
1.20 1.35 1.65 1.60
TRU
Figure 4c. Sensitivity of ITAE criterion to variations in model 
time constant, T.
Also PID control tuned to ITAE and IAE yielded results similar 
to those obtained using PI control.
As is evident in Figure 1, the value K can be accurately 
determined. Also the constant, C, the sum of 0 and T,can be 
determined rather accurately. Therefore, discrepancies between 
the process and model logically arise from inaccurate values of 
6 and t . It was observed that ITAE decreased as 6 was increased 
(and subsequently t decreased) from its original fitted value.
In conjunction with the results shown in Figure 4, this indi­
cates, therefore, that for a given process and thus a given C, 
an increase in the model parameter 0 and subsequently a decrease 
in t should result in controller settings which would improve 
response.
To apply this finding to controller tuning, note that the 
tuning relations are.function of 0/t. These relations can be 
transformed into functions of t/C as follows:
0/t = [1 - (t/C)]/[t/C] (9)
The controller tuning relations modify to:
KK - a{[l-(T/C)]/[T/C]3b
C
(10)
19
T t / C = c(T/C){[l-(T/C)]/[T/C]}d (11)
Td/C = e(T/C){[l-(T/0]/[T/C]If (12)
These relationships are given graphically In Figures 5(a-d) 
for PI and PID controllers tuned to IAE and ITAE performance 
criteria.
Expressing the controller tuning equations in terms of t 
and C should provide a means of adjusting otf fine tuning the 
controller settings, by changing only one parameter in the model, 
namely t.
It should be noted that as C is fixed, decreasing t (and 
consequently t/C) increases 0. Thus the ratio 0/t is increased.
As the model now has a larger dead time it will be more difficult 
to control and controller settings based on the various tuning 
relationships will be more conservative; i.e., produce fewer 
oscillations.
Closed-loop system response curves are shown in Figures 6 
and 7 respectively for several values of t/C with ITAE and PI 
and PID controllers. Improved responses in the form of faster 
line-out time is observed as the value of t/C is decreased from 
the value prescribed by the original fitted model parameters.
As shown, the initial overshoot is somewhat larger with essentially 
no oscillation thereafter. Similar results were obtained using 
the IAE criterion.
CRITERION - IRE 
PI CONTROLLER
(UL
U
tn
U
inru
o
0.75 a. osa.ss a. 650.35 O.'lS0.15
TRU/C
Figure 5a. Fine tuning chart for PI controllers tuned to IAE.
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Figure 5b. Fine tuning chart for PI controllers tuned to ITAE.
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Figure 5c. Fine tuning chart for PID controllers tuned to IAE.
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Figure 5d. Fine tuning chart for PID controllers tuned to ITAE.
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Figure 6 . Closed-loop system response for PI controller fine tuned by varying t/C.
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Figure 7. Closed-loop system response for PID controller fine tuned by varying t/C.
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Summary.
To implement this fine tuning technique it is necessary to 
begin with the first-order lag plus dead time model parameters 
as obtained from the graphical method in Figure 1. Using the 
relationships of Equations (6), (7), and (8) for either IAE or 
ITAE criterion, determine the controller parameters based on 
this model, and observe the closed-loop response. If the re­
sponse shows too much oscillation, fine tune the controller 
parameters by decreasing the ratio t/C in Equations (10), (11), 
and (12) for the appropriate integral criterion. Applying the 
fine-tuned parameters, observe the effect on response and if 
looser control is desired, continue decreasing t /C until a 
satisfactory closed-loop response is obtained. If tighter 
control is desired, r/c should be increased in a similar 
procedure.
General results indicate the open-loop method yields model 
dead time, 0, which is frequently too low to give controller 
settings producing the most desirable response. Controllers 
optimized on the basis of such an inaccurate model tend to 
cause excessive closed-loop oscillations. One can, however, 
begin with a controller based on this model, and by fine tuning 
in accordance with the modified tuning equations, achieve 
effective closed-loop performances. As t /c is decreased, the 
line-out-time is significantly decreased, but the initial 
overshoot is increased. Fine tuning in this manner should
enable the engineer to obtain a response which compromises 
between these two closed-loop characteristics, and which best 
suits his particular application.
28
Nomenclature
C(s) Laplace Transform of system output
c(t) Time function of system output
D(s) Laplace Transform of disturbance
e(t) Error signal
G(s) Process or plant transfer function
K Process gain
Kc Controller gain
R(s) Laplace Transform of set point
T, Controller derivative time
d
T^ Controller reset time
9 Process dead time
t Process time constant
29
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CHAPTER III 
IDENTIFICATION OF SAMPLED-DATA PROCESSES 
BY A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES TECHNIQUE
With the advent of the high-speed digital computer came 
the possibility of applying direct digital control strategies to 
industrial processes. Implementation of a DDC scheme, however, 
required that a mathematical model be developed which des­
cribed the process with reasonable accuracy. This is a common 
requirement in applying control strategies in general, and one 
which if not met will impair the quality of control attained. 
Industrial processes often demonstrate changing operating 
characteristics due to environmental changes, deterioration of 
catalysts, fouling, etc. In these cases it is necessary that 
system models be updated to maintain an accurate description 
of the changing process. It is desirable therefore, that an 
identification technique have the capability of being applied 
on-line to allow for the frequent updating of the process model.
The discrete nature of a direct digital control strategy 
also necessitates that the process model be discrete. Methods 
of obtaining discrete models in the past have involved applying 
z-transforms or finite difference techniques to continuous
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models. This Is an unnecessary and often a complicating step 
in process identification. A more practical approach would be 
to eliminate this step and develop a method of attaining a 
discrete model directly.
This chapter will be concerned with the development and 
application of a linear discrete model based on a multiple 
linear least squares formulation described by Kalman (1).
This technique of process identification provides a method of 
obtaining a discrete model directly from process data and is 
also computationally fast enough to be applied on-line. The 
benefits of a linear regression model will be further illus­
trated by considering other accepted process identification 
methods.
A Review of Identification Methods
Process identification methods can be divided into two 
main categories, frequency domain techniques, and time domain 
techniques.
Frequency Domain Techniques. Frequency analysis of process 
systems is normally carried out by applying pulse inputs to 
the process and recording the response. The magnitude and 
phase angle are computed via the Fourier transform and plotted 
to obtain the Bode plot. These plots provide the information 
necessary to obtain the model parameters for the process. The 
effectiveness of these methods is generally limited by the
sampling frequency used in digitizing the signals and by the 
measurement accuracy, which cause the magnitude and phase- 
angle plots to be distorted by an effect called "fold-over." 
When this occurs, identification is impaired.
Time Domain Techniques. Two general categories of time 
domain methods include the so-called (1) short cut methods and 
(2) least squares formulations.
Short-cut Methods are easily-applied identification 
techniques generally based on the system response to a step 
input. Generally, these methods produce low-order, simple 
models, e.g., a first-order lag with dead-time. These methods 
of identification produce a model of the process dynamics based 
on only a few points on the response curve. Often one of these 
points is difficult to obtain accurately, and considerable 
modeling error is introduced. Furthermore, no other points on 
the response curve affect the model obtained. Identification 
by this method, therefore, is attractive because of the simpli­
city of application rather than the accuracy of fit which this 
model provides.
Least Squares Formulations are applied to a record of 
experimental input/output data generated by applying a series 
of upsets to the system and storing the sampled input and 
output values. A process model is formulated and the process
(or model) output is calculated from the experimental process 
input. The differences between the process output and the 
model output are squared and summed over the length of the 
data set. The model parameters are determined so as to mini­
mize the sum of the squares criterion. Depending on the model, 
this may require either non-linear regression or linear 
regression.
Advantages of On-Line Identification.
On-line identification is particularly desirable when 
applied to processes which have time varying characteristics.
In this way an up-to-date system model is assured and more 
effective control is maintained.
On-line identification also provides a more complete 
model of the system to be controlled. In applying off-line 
identifications the physical input to the process is manipula­
ted so that the dynamic characteristics can be determined. The 
input for on-line analysis is the output of a digital algo­
rithm and as such comes directly from the digital computer. 
Therefore, the sampled output data includes not only the re­
sponse of the process to changes in some process variable, but 
also includes the dynamics of the other loop components such 
as the D/A and A/D interfaces, the actuator, process lines, 
measuring devices, etc. For this reason a model obtained
on-line would provide a more complete representation of what 
the controller must actually regulate. The linear least 
squares model provides a possible route to applying an on-line 
identification.
Development of Linear Regression Formulation.
General linear systems can be represented by a transfer 
function of the form:
b sm  + ... + b.s + b
G ( s ) " J V : — ~  ° <l>a s  + ... + a, s + a 
n 1 o
An alternate form of this system can be given by the constant 
coefficient linear differential equation
where c(t) is the time domain representation of the system 
output and u(t) is the time domain representation of the 
system input.
The identification of a system described by either of
the forms above requires the determination of the constant
coefficients a , ... a and b , ... b . Non-linear regression 
n* o m* o
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techniques have been applied in the past to obtain these co­
efficients (2), (4).
In sampled-data systems continuous records of c(t) and 
u(t) are not available. Only sampled values of the process 
input and output are recorded. In order to use these sampled 
data to obtain a discrete model, the continuous transfer func­
tion of equation (1) must be transformed into a discrete form.
Figure 1 shows the block diagram for a general sampled- 
data process with input hold. Applying z-transform theory to 
the first-order system with zero-order hold in Figure 1(b), the 
discrete pulse transfer function can be obtained. This is 
accomplished in the following fashion;
z - e
."T/t* 
-t/t
K(1 7. (3)
In terms of sampled process variables, the transfer 
function is expanded to yield the value of the system output 
at the i sample instant.
Ct - e"T/T C i m l  +  K(1 - e"T/T) (4)
Hold Device Process
(a). General system.
/U. 
1 i l-e"sT K
s TS + 1
cJtL
Zero-order
Hold
First-order
Process
(b). First-order process with zero-order hold.
Figure 1. Block diagrams of (a).general system with hold
device and (b) first-order process with zero-order 
hold.
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where T = loop sampling time.
Equation (4) can be made more general by Including a bias 
term enabling a better representation of non-linear processes 
by the linear discrete model. Consider the system represented 
in Figure 1(b). The pulse transfer function of Figure 1(b) 
is expressed as
(5)
with A. -T/t1 e
A2 = K(1 - e"T/T)
At a steady-state operating level
Equation (5) then becomes
“T^T C + K(1 - e"T/r) U + D s s (6)
This reduces to
(7)
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and
Dq = D/(l-e"T/T) (8)
The bias Dq is the steady-state value of C corresponding to 
a zero input.
To illustrate the possibility of applying multiple linear
$■
least squares regression for the identification of such 
systems consider the form of the regression equation
Y = aQ + a ^  + a2x2 (9)
Comparing equation (5) to equation (9) we see that if the 
response sequence is allowed to represent the dependent 
variable Y and the data sequences and allowed to re­
present the independent variables x^ and x2 respectively, the 
process parameters relate to regression coefficients as follows:
a “ D/(1-e T^T) o
-T/ta^ = e
a2 - K(l-e"T/T)
Equation (5) is therefore in a form to which multiple
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linear regression techniques can be applied with no computation­
al difficulties other than those normally associated with a 
linear least squares regression.
Higher order discrete models are characterized by having 
additional independent variables and therefore additional 
regression coefficients. To illustrate consider the pulse 
transfer function of the general second-order system with zero- 
order hold shown in Figure 2.
The pulse transfer function of Figure 2 can be written 
in linear regression form as
C1 ’ A 1C1-1 + Vl-2 +  Bl”i-1 + B2Di-2 + Do (10)
with a 
b
-  e
-T/Tj
t
-T/To
* e
A, =
B, =
B,
K’t1t2 
t2- Tj
a + b 
ab
K [1/Tx (l-b) 
K [b/T2 (l-a)
l/T2(l-a)]
a/Tl(l-b)]
Do = D/Cl-Aj- A2)
Zero-order Second-order
Hold Process
Figure 2. Second-order process with zero-order hold.
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Comparing the second-order discrete model of equation (10) 
to the first-order model of equation (5) illustrates the rela­
tive ease with which model order can be increased. Note that 
the model is increased from first-order to second-order 
requiring only the additional data sequences C ^_2 an<*
As these sequences are simply the original sampled records 
and delayed one sample time no increased effort is
necessary to obtain ^ an(* ^i-2* These additional terms 
fit into the linear regression form, and therefore do not 
present any additional difficulties in applying linear least 
squares identification.
Current applications of regression techniques have been 
implemented for the purpose of obtaining continuous model 
parameters. The procedure is generally to apply z-transform 
theory to a continuous process model in order to obtain the 
equivalent discrete form of the model. Least squares regression 
methods are applied to this model, and the regression coeffi­
cients, which are functions of the continuous model para­
meters, are obtained. It is then possible to calculate the 
continuous model parameters from the regression coefficients.
This procedure has been used to determine continuous 
first-order model parameters by both the linear and non­
linear least squares formulations (2),(3), (4). The general
application of this method however is restricted to process 
models having the number of zeroes one less than the number of 
poles. To illustrate, consider the first- and second-order 
z-transformed models as given in equations (5) and (10) 
respectively.
First-order model. Regression coefficients obtained for 
a first-order model are and ^  °f equation (5) and are 
functions of K and T of the continuous first-order model from 
which equation (5) was derived. Neglecting the bias, Dq, the 
identification reduces to a set of two simultaneous equations 
with two unknowns which can be solved to yield the values K. 
and t.
Second-order model. The second-order continuous model 
from which equation (10) was derived is represented by a trans­
fer function having two more poles than zeroes.
Equation (10), the discrete equivalent of a second-order 
continuous model, contains four regression coefficients 
(excluding Dq) which are functions of three continuous model 
parameters. This represents an over-determined set of equations 
(4 equations - 3 unknowns) for which a unique solution is no 
longer guaranteed. This implies that for applications in which 
it is necessary to determine the values of continuous model 
parameters, this approach is not practical when the number of 
poles exceeds the number of zeroes by more than one. It is 
still possible to employ search techniques but convergence
problems and long computation times make this an unfavorable 
method for on-line identification.
Basing a control strategy directly on the discrete form 
of the model eliminates this problem. The model obtained by 
the least squares regression provides an input/output relation­
ship quite adequate to be used as a predictor model, and there­
fore quite adequate for use as a control scheme model. By 
employing the discrete model directly the necessity for back 
calculation of continuous model parameters is eliminated.
Terms can be added to the linear regression model 
until a suitable fit of process data is obtained without 
causing any additional difficulty in application of the re­
gression technique. The linear least squares model provides 
for more flexibility and when used directly enables the user 
to obtain a model which may better represent the process than 
the discretized form of a continuous model.
Application to Systems with Dead Time
Industrial processes often contain dead time (transport 
lag, time delay). The linear least squares regression can be 
formulated to model these systems also.
With the introduction of a dead time term into the process 
shown in Figure 2, the pulse transfer function is altered.
The modified z-transform must be applied in such cases in 
order to express the discrete model in terms of the equivalent 
dead time. For the second-order system with dead time the
modified z-transform results in the pulse transfer function
Ci - Al°i-1 + A2Ci-2 + BlUi-k-l + B2Ui-k-2 + B3Ui-k-3 + Do
(11)
a = l/Tl
b = 1/Tg
A1 -
-aT , o -bT e + e
A2 =
-aT -bT e e
S1
S3 K' (a-b) + be~amT - -bmTae
B2 =
-bmT . -aT,.* K' ae (e +1) - (a-b)(e -aT. -bT*
, -and , -bT,,*-be (e +1)
, -aT -bT* „ ,* . , -and -aT -bmTBg = K' (e e ) (a-b) + be - ae e
0 = (k+1) T - nd
k = largest integer less than 0/T
This form of model is quite adequate to represent the 
input/output relationship of a second-order process and there­
fore can be implemented as a predictor model. However, in 
cases for which the dead time, 0, must be known the procedure 
is more complicated. Current application of regression methods 
involve the identification of Q by estimating the integer k. 
Using this value of k the optimum values of the remaining 
continuous model parameters are found based on the least 
squares criterion (2), (3). The procedure is repeated for
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k-1 and k+1 and so forth until a set of parameters is found 
which yields the minimum least squares sum. The corresponding 
subscript value including k is used as the best estimate of 6.
The linear least square regression model handles dead 
time problems differently. From equation (11) it is evident 
that the relationship of T to 0 governs the value of k.
Therefore, three possible cases must be considered. These
are (1) T=0, (2) T<9, (3) T>0.
A second-order system was studied in order to observe the 
effects of the sample time-dead time relationship on the discrete 
linear least squares model. The values of the system parameters 
were K = 1.0, 0 = 0.2, = 0.25 and T2  = 0.1. The input
sequence, U^, was applied to the process in the form of a
series of step changes randomly switched above and below a 
reference value as suggested by Ritter (5). Data records of 
300 samples were recorded to insure an accurate regression 
although for this noise free system a model could be obtained 
with much less data (about 25 points).
Case 1. T = 0
The values of k and m in equation (11) define the system 
dead time. For T = 0 it is seen that k=0 and m=0. The 
corresponding values of A^, A 2 , B^, B2 » B^, and Dq are obtained 
from their definitions following equation (11) . The discrete 
model was obtained by a multiple linear regression and the 
analytical values. These results are shown in Table I.
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Regres
Parameter
Do
TABLE I 
ion Results for T = 6
Analytical 
5.87X10"1 
-6.810x10”2 
0.0
3.4134xl0_1 
1.348x10“X 
0.0
Regression
5.74x10"-1
5.714xl0"2
7.323x10"®
3.534xl0_1
1.297X10"1
1.632xl0"8
The average error of the regression model was calculated by
a 2  
(Ct - V
-9For this case E1 = 9.94x10 indicating a very close fit of
the process data.
Case 2. T <9
Reducing the sample time to 0.1 results in values for k 
and m of 1 and 0 respectively. The coefficients of equation 
(11) then become:
the output . If this information were known before the 
linear regression modeling technique was applied only the 
sequences aad U^ ^ need be included in the model and
therefore in the data collection. However, this information 
is generally not available and terms would be added to the 
model until a good fit were obtained. In this case two output
Aj = 1.038
A2 = -2.446 x 10  ^
=  0.0
B2 = -1.28 x 10"1
B3 = 9.035 x 10"2
D = 0.0 o
The input values at and 2 obviously have no effect on
terms and four input terras (beginning with would be
necessary to represent the second-order with dead time system 
accurately.
Table II includes various models tested on this systeip 
and the average error as a measure of fit. In all cases the 
first input term is The model fit is seen to improve
as the number of terms increases to 4 as expected. Model 
parameters obtained for the 2C-4U model via linear regression 
were as follows:
A x = 1.0261
A2 = - 2.393 x 10^
Bt = 1.000 x 10"7
B2 = 1.3666 x 10"1
B3 - 7.662 x 10"2
D =0.0 
o
These values agree well with the analytical values presented 
above.
Case 3. T >9
The sampling time used in this case was T=0.30 resulting 
in values for k and m of 0 and 0.333 respectively. From 
equation (11) it is evident that the following coefficient 
values result:
TABLE II
Regression Results for T ) 0
No. of Output Terms 
2 
2 
3 
2
No. of Input Terms 
2 
3
3
4
Average Error 
4.01 x 10"1 
4.30 x 10"2
1.200 x 10-2
1.201 x 10-9
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A l = 3.510 x 10"1
A2 = -1.500 x 10"2
Bx = 1.28 x 10'1
B2 - 5.027 x 10_1
B3 = 3.324 x 10"2
D - 0.0 o
Again the 2C-3U model is expected to yield the lowest average 
error as predicted by equation (11). Table III illustrates 
the effect of adding terms to the discrete model to reduce 
the fit error.
The model coefficients as determined by multiple linear 
regression are as follows:
A x = 3.350 x 10"1
A2 - -1.031 x 10"2
Bx = 1.366 x 10_1
B2 = 5.037 x 10"1
B3 - 3.542 x 10“2
D = 0.000 
o
The model is again seen to be a close representation of the 
second-order system. Although industrial processes seldom 
behave in such an idealized manner these results illustrate
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TABLE III 
Regression Results for T ( 0
No. of Output Terms 
1 
1 
2 
2
No. of Input Terms 
2 
3 
2 
3
Average Error 
6.922 x 10"3 
8.747 x 10"6 
2.665 x 10~5 
1.008 x 10“7
the possibility of implementing the linear least squares model 
for identification purposes.
Modeling A Non-Ideal Plug Flow Reactor
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the linear 
least squares model in a more realistic system the multiple 
linear regression identification was applied to a simulated 
non-ideal plug flow reactor. The process was arranged as 
shown in Figure 3.
The system consisted of a jacketed plug flow reactor in 
which the following second-order reaction occurred:
kt(T)
A + B ---------  R
Feed to the reactor was made up of a recycle stream enriched
3
with reactant B at a rate of 18 ft /min and a stream of pure 
A with variable flow rate.
The system was upset by varying the flow rate of A in a 
manner similar to that previously described for the general 
second-order system. The data sets collected were and 
as shown in Figure 3. Having these data enabled the rapid 
determination of parameters for discrete models with varying 
numbers of terms. Improvement in model fit with the addition 
of terms is presented in Table IV. Although the non-linearity 
and higher-order effects of the reactor system prevented values
Digital Computer
Generates upsets 
and stores data
A+B
-500/T
175 e
Water In 
55 °FHold 25 ft /min
Device
8"D
Non-linear plug 
flew reactor Product
Pure A j 
O-WA^12ft /min 10 ft Water Oul:
Pure B Constant Recycle
3
W = 18 ft /min o
CA = 6  lb/ft3 
Ao
C = 5 8  lb/ft3 Bo
r = 20 lb/ft3
Figure 3. Diagram of data collection for plug flow reactor.
TABLE IV
Average Error For Various Models Applied 
To Non-Ideal Plug Flow Reactor
N = 300 points 
T •= 1.5 sec
&
m =1 5 II fO m  =3 m=4
n»l 6.072 4.601 3.969 3.799
n =2 3.078 1.150 5.045x10"1 3.257xl0_1
n =3 3.722x10"* 1.200x10"1 1.081x10"1 1.075xl0_1
n:®4 8.260xl0-2 7.757xl0"2 7.609xl0-2 7.564xl0"2
of E as low as were obtained for the second-order system the 
Improvement In model fit with the addition of more terms Is 
clearly demonstrated. Possibly a more meaningful criterion 
of model fit would be a visual comparison of the system 
response and the model response for the same input sequence (3). 
Figures 4 (a)-(d) present system and model responses for models 
varying in the number of input and output terms. The increase 
in model fit is seen as additional terms are included in the 
model. In application the user could in a similar manner add 
(or delete) terms to a discrete model until a suitable fit 
of the system response is obtained.
The use of the linear discrete model up to this point 
has been as a one-step-ahead predictor. Current data 
collected from the process input and output has been used in 
the model to predict the value of the system output at the 
next sample instant. The discrete model can also be applied 
as a "free-running" model which uses process input data and 
model output data to provide an estimate of the system response 
over some time interval. Figures 5(a)-(b) illustrate the 
effectiveness of the linear discrete model as a free-running 
response model. The comparison of process response and model 
response is favorable,
As would be expected, the larger model (4C - 4U) provides 
a better approximation of the actual process. Both models
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fit the dynamic portion of the response curve well for the 
time intervals considered. It is important to note that the 
models presented approximate the steady-state system gain 
rather well. This is an important consideration in controller 
synthesis as will be discussed in the following chapter.
Effect of Measurement Noise on Identification
Measurement of output data is usually subject to error.
In open-loop identification a good approximation of this error 
is uncorrelated and zero-mean white noise. As the linear 
discrete model is derived from a statistically based technique 
the noise filtering qualities of this identification method 
should be good. A 4C-4U model was identified under various 
levels of measurement noise. Comparisons were made to identi­
fication based on filtered output data using a filter time 
constant of T/2 as recommended by Goff(11) and Corripio (12). 
The results are illustrated in Figure 6.
The importance of increased data records on which to base 
model identification is quite evident in these results. 
Filtering of noise corrupted output data is also observed 
to improve the overall identification and becomes increasingly 
important as the signal-to-noise ratio decreases.
General Procedure for Modeling
From the discussion in previous sections, an outline for 
general modeling can be written. Suggested steps are as
follows:
1. Upset system in a random fashion with a series of step 
changes in input. Store input and output sample 
records.
2. Perform multiple linear regression to obtain para­
meters for desired model.
3. Compare model output to system response.
4. Based on the results of the comparison model or modify
it by adding or deleting term(s); repeat steps (2) 
and (3).
In certain cases the normal control actions would generate 
adequate data for step (1).
Summary
In this chapter a multiple linear least squares technique 
has been demonstrated to be an effective means of system iden­
tification resulting in a linear discrete process model. The
modeling technique is easily formulated and is rapid enough 
to be applied on-line. The effectiveness of this method was 
shown in application to a general second-order system and also 
to a more realistic simulated plug flow reactor. Improve­
ment in model fit was noted as the model order was increased. 
The effect of varying degrees of measurement noise on identi­
fication was presented using both filtered and unfiltered out­
put data. General procedural steps in applying the modeling 
technique to obtain a suitable discrete model for a sampled- 
data system were outlined.
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Figure 6. Effect on filtered and unfiltered measurement noise.
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CHAPTER IV
CONTROLLER SYNTHESIS FROM LINEAR DISCRETE MODELS
Parameter estimation via multiple linear least squares 
methods was demonstrated in the previous chapter to be an 
effective method of obtaining linear discrete system models.
As applied to a sampled-data process under digital control, 
models obtained by this method represent the dynamics of all 
loop elements between the output of the digital computer to the 
output of the sensing device measuring the controlled variable. 
In Figure 1 this portion of the process loop is the transfer 
function relating C(z) to M(z); i.e., HG(z), which has great 
importance in the design of direct digital control algorithms.
The closed-loop configuration in Figure 1 results in the 
following transfer function relating the system output, C(z), 
to the set-point, R(z):
C(z) = D(z) HG(z)
R(z) 1 + D(z)HG(z) (1)
Rearranging this expression, the following controller 
design equation is obtained:
= .J__ . C(z)/R{z) _  (2)
* ’ E(z) HG(z) 1 + C(z)/R(z)
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Having determined HG(z) by the linear least squares method, 
the desired closed-loop performance, C(z)/R(z), can be specified 
in order to establish the control law, D(z). Several control 
strategies are possible each based on a specific form of 
C(z)/R(z) .
The presentation of the control strategies in this chapter 
are intended to demonstrate the flexibility available in 
applying the linear least squares system models to controller 
synthesis. For this reason no attempts will be made to tune 
the resulting controllers in an optimal fashion; however, the 
effect of tuning will be discussed when applicable. As wear 
on the final control element is an important consideration in 
the selection of specific control strategies, variations in 
the manipulated variable will also be presented.
Process on Which Control Strategies Were Applied.
The control strategies presented here were all applied 
to the non-linear reactor system described in the previous 
chapter. The performance of each strategy was observed under 
the influence of both positive and negative set point changes 
and a load change. The load change disturbance was applied 
to the system one dead time prior to a sample. This consti­
tutes the worst case for the entrance of an unmeasured dis­
turbance of this type.
Deadbeat Algorithm (1)
The deadbeat or minimal response control algorithm requires
that the closed-loop response exhibit (1) finite settling time, 
(2).zero steady-state error and (3) minimum rise time. For a 
system without dead time these requirements are met by a 
closed loop response having zero steady-state error after one 
sample time following a step change in set point. In z-trans- 
form notation this is represented by
R(z) = ----— =- (step change)
1 - z
_ !  _2 -3
C(z) = z + z + z + ... (system response)
-1 -1 -2 
z (1 + z + z  + ...)
" 1 / 1 %= 2 (--1T  )
1-z
The closed loop response to a set point change is then given 
by
C(z)/R(z) = z 1 (3)
For a process having a dead time, the discrete equivalent of 
the dead time is given as an Integer multiple of the sample 
time. In equation form
0 “ n T
where 6 is the process dead time 
T is the sampling time
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n is an integer.
Deadbeat performance in this case is possible n+1 sampling 
times following a step change in set point. Equation (3) is 
modified to
C(z)/R(z) = z"(nfl) (4)
Using the more general case represented by equation (4) 
and substituting this specification into the controller design 
equation, the algorithm D(z) is determined:
1 z"(n+1)
D(Z) “ HG(z) " 1 _ z-(r*l) (5)
In applying this algorithm consideration must be given to the 
magnitudes of the model parameters which weight the system input 
sequences. To illustrate, consider a 2C-2U model of HG(z). 
Neglecting dead time, this model is given in the time domain
as:
Ci “ alCi-l+ a2Ci-2+ blUi-l+ b2Ui-2
or in the z-domain as
HG(Z) . „ blZ 1 +  h2z_*___
( > U <z) 1 - a2z'2
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The resulting control equation becomes
i - 1  " 2
U(2 ) . 1  ~ V  - a2 z
E(z) bi+ <b2‘ bl>z’1' b2z"2
Inverting to the time domain
Ui ” b. ^el" alei-l“ a2 ei-2 + b^2 _ bl)Ui-l"b 2 Ui- 2  3 d
where b is b,..in this example, 
d 1
It is evident that if b^ is very small, the effective 
controller gain is large and may lead to undesirable, if not 
unstable, performance. Applications of this algorithm demon­
strate that good control is obtained whenever b^ is the domi­
nant b coefficient. This is possible by eliminating any pre- 
ceeding input sequence coefficients which are less than b^. 
For example if b^ were less than bg in the algorithm above, 
b^ would be eliminated and the new control law would be given
as
Ui " b, e^i“ alei-l" a2 ei-2 + b 2 Ui-2 -' 
d
bd = b 2
This method is based on a one-pass regression model. Effectively 
the sequence is said to have little effect on the response
as compared to
A second approach is to eliminate the sequence from
the model and establish a new model based on input sequences 
shifted one sampling time. The new model would be
Ci = a'lCi-l+ a ’2Ci-2+ b V i - 2 + b ’2 Ul-3
A second pass through the multiple linear regression 
would be required to obtain this new model. However, the same 
input-output records previously used for the one-pass model 
could be employed to obtain the two-pass regression model.
The control law would become
°i = 57 “ a'lel-l’ a'2ai-2+ >^,2" bV Ul-2
b '2”l-3 3
where b^5* b 1^
It should be evident that either of these approaches could be
extended until b, was found to satisfy the inequality 
a
b, <£ b, k = 0 ,1 ,2 ,... ,d 
K a
Elimination of smaller bfc terms from the one-pass model in­
creases modeling error. For this reason better control would 
be expected by implementing the two-pass model in controller 
synthesis.
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One-Pass Model
Figure 2(a-d) illustrates the performance of the dead­
beat algorithm as applied to the non-linear reactor system.
Models of varying order are shown and in all cases the sampling 
time was 3.0 secs(0.05 min). Closed-loop performance is 
observed to degrade as model order is increased. This is 
particularly noted in increasingly poorer compensation for the 
load change.
Two-Pass Model
Closed-loop performance of the deadbeat controller based 
on the two-pass models is given in Figure 3(a-d). In contrast 
to the one-pass model controllers, improved control is observed 
as the model order is increased. This is as expected as the 
two-pass model is a better representation of the system.
Sluggish response is evident with lower order controllers 
which rely heavily on the inherent integral action to elimi­
nate offset due to model error. Variations in the manipulated 
variable are similar for both one and two-pass model controllers. 
Dahlin's Algorithm (2)
As an alternative approach to specifying the response 
C(z)/R(z), Dahlin suggested that the closed-loop system should 
behave in a manner similar to a continuous first-order lag 
with dead time. The response of such a system to a step- 
change in set point is given as:
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Figure 2(a). System response with 2C-2U one-pass model dead­
beat controller.
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a  03
c <s> “ • 7 <6>
where 6  is the dead time and X is the time constant of the 
desired closed loop system response. Taking the z-transform
(I - e ) z ~ n
c(z) * — :r~ "T7I' ~  <7)
( 1  - z i)(l - e T/Az )
For R(z) being a set point change
C(z) _ (1 - e'T/S z " n " 1
" 1  - e~ ^z <8)
Substituting equation (8 ) into equation (2), the control 
algorithm becomes
nr > » 1  . ( 1  - e~T/X) z" * 1 " 1
(Z) HG<Z> 1  - e” z_1- ( 1  - e"T A )zn 1
(9)
when rearranged and transformed into the time domain, the con­
stant X can be seen to be a tuning parameter affecting the 
speed of response. Increasing X results in looser control; 
decreasing X enables tighter control. Responses for various 
Dahlin controllers are presented for comparison with the dead­
beat algorithm. Note both the reduction in actuator wear 
and the subsequent decrease in speed of response for higher
values of X. This indicates a compromise must be made by the 
control engineer between the cost of reducing the response 
speed and the cost of excessive control valve action.
Figure 4(a-c) presents the response of the reactor system 
under the influence of the Dahlin controller based on a 2C-2U 
(second-order) model. The time constant of the desired closed- 
loop resonse, X, was varied to demonstrate its effect on 
control. In general this algorithm provided good response 
to system upsets without unnecessary system excitation. As 
expected, decreasing values of X resulted in faster rise time 
but increased oscillation about the set point. Conversely, 
increasing X caused looser control with slower rise time and 
suppressed oscillation. Figure 4(c) illustrates the type of 
response most users prefer. This controller synthesis method 
yielded the most consistent performance for the range of model 
orders studied.
Kalman's Algorithm (3)
As early as 1959, Kalman presented a discrete equivalent 
of a bang-bang or servomechanism set point control strategy.
The results fit well into the form of equation (2) and there­
fore can be employed with the linear discrete model of HG(z).
Kalman suggested that restrictions could be placed on U(z) 
and C(z) to obtain a theoretically optimal control strategy.
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For a positive set-point change the bang-bang control (or 
minimum time strategy) of a second-order system, for example, 
forced the controller output to be a maximum for a specific 
time interval after which the controller output switched to 
a minimum for another specified time interval and then to its 
final steady-state value. The number of switches correspond 
to the order of the model on which the optimal switching time 
calculations were based.
In a somewhat analogous fashion Kalman suggested that 
instead of restricting controller output and calculating 
switching times, an equally workable solution for sampled- 
data systems might be to restrict the switching time intervals 
to be equivalent to a sample time and allow the controller 
output to be practically unbounded.
Referring to Figure 5(a), the restrictions on C(z) and 
U(z) can be illustrated. For a second-order system, rather 
than the strenuous requirement of the deadbeat algorithm, 
the system response is specified to be at the set point after 
two sampling times with no intermediate overshoot. In z- 
transform notation C(z) is then
C(z) = CjZ ^ + z ^ + z ^ + . . .  (10)
In order to achieve this response the manipulated variable will 
have a high and a low value for the two sampling time transition
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intervals and then assume a final steady-state value. This is 
expressed as
- 1  -2 -3
U(z) = u + u.z + u_z + u_z + ... (11)
o i if if
To maintain a closed-loop gain of 1.0, the term u must be 
the reciprocal of the process gain.
The ratio C(z)/R(z) where R(z) is a step change is given
as
C(z) -1. . -1 -2 -3 .= ( 1  - z )(Clz + z + z + ...)
= c.^"1 + (1 - cx)z“2
= P^ " 1 + P2Z 2 = p (2)
= ( 1  - z_1 )(uo + u ^ " 1  + upz " 2  + upz " 3  + ...)
-1 -2 = u + ( u , - u ) z  + (u - u_)z
o v 1 o' v F 1
= qQ + q-jZ 1 + q2Z 2 =
Dividing equation (13) into equation (12) gives
Note that C(z)/U(z) is HG(z), the transfer function 
obtained from the multiple linear regression technique. 
Kalman includes the restrictions
2
£ p. = 1 . 0
i=l
j= 0  j
2
£ q = 1/K K = process gain 
=n J P P
In order to have HG(z) meet these requirements, it is
usually necessary to normalize the coefficients by dividing
2
numerator and denominator by ^£^p^ .
Having these restrictions met, the controller can be 
designed on the basis of equation (2 ).
Although this example has been for a second-order system 
the theory should apply equally well to higher order processes.
Process dead time does not complicate the derivation of 
the control law. Note that the system response P(z) which
D(z) " HG(z) ’ l-P(z)
(15a)
(15b)
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would contain the dead time Is found In both the numerator and 
denominator of equation (15a), thus assuring the control 
algorithm will be physically realizable, i.e., no predictive terms.
Figure 6 (a-c) gives several responses using the Kalman 
algorithm. Use of the second-order model (2C-2U) resulted in 
very good controlled response and valve action as shown in 
Figure 6 (a). Fast rise time and a minimum of oscillation are 
apparent. Good responses were observed for the 2C-3U and 2C-4U 
mixed order models with Kalman control. However, for the 
higher order model (3C-3U), shown in Figure 6 (b), large 
overshoot and oscillation are evident. This is also observed 
in Figure 6 (c) for the 4C-4U model. Referring back to equation 
(1 2 ) and applying it to the fourth-order model the response 
specified is:
C^(z) = c^'z * + c^'z 2  + c^'z  ^+ K'z 4  + K'z 3+...
(16a)
The fourth-order system is specified to reach the set­
point four sampling times after a step change is applied. In 
terms of the expression P(z)
P(z) = c ^ z " 1 +(c2- cI)z“ 2  + (c3- c2)z 3  + ( K ' - c 3 )z 4 
= Pj/ 2 " 1 + P2 * z ""2  + P3 , z _ 3  + P4 'z 4  (l6b)
Referring to Figure 5(b) the coefficients p^' can be seen to 
represent the difference between successive sampled values of
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the system response. The restriction of no response overshoot 
requires that all p^' be positive. If any p^1 is negative, the 
algorithm will "observe" an incorrect value of K, the process 
gain.
This affect is observed in the closed loop responses of 
the third and fourth order systems. Both of these models 
possess a negative p^. To consider this occurrenence quanti­
tatively, the fourth-order model p^' coefficients are listed 
below:
Pj' = 0.3298 
p2’ = 0.7549 
P3 ' - -0.8137 
p4 ' = 0.1502
Substituting these values into equation 16(b) and solving 
for the system gain yields K' = 0.4212. Therefore, the control 
algorithm is based on an estimate of the system gain which is 
considerably lower than the actual system gain. Excessive 
controller gain results in producing exaggerated manipulated 
variable changes and subsequently high overshoot and oscillation. 
It should be noted that,as shown in Figure 5 of the previous 
chapter, the free-running fourth-order model demonstrates a 
close approximation to the steady-state system gain. Therefore,
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the identification technique should not be considered the 
cause of control failure in these instances.
SamplinR Time Less Than Process Deadtime.
Consideration up to this point has been given to systems 
with a loop sampling time greater than the process dead time.
The performance of the same algorithms will now be observed 
for sampling time less than the process dead time. The sampling 
time used in all cases will be 1.5 sec (0.025 min). Various 
points previously discussed will be further substantiated and 
new insights will be gained.
Deadbeat Algorithm
The severity of the deadbeat restrictions requiring 
system output to be at the setpoint (n + 1) sampling 
times following a set point change is illustrated in the fast 
sampling case. Figure 7(a) and (b) show the closed-loop 
response under the influence of deadbeat control designed for 
the 2C-2U and 3C-3U models respectively. For the fast sampling 
time used, these controllers do well in compensating for an 
unmeasured load change. However, the control action taken 
for set point change and the subsequent closed loop response 
are not satisfactory. Excessive valve wear and large set point 
overshoot are characteristic of the deadbeat controllers 
implemented at fast sampling times.
The rigidity of the controller designed on deadbeat 
restrictions does not allow for response adjustment by means of
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a controller tuning parameter. Therefore, the action of a 
deadbeat controller designed on a specific model Is fixed and 
cannot be altered unless another model Is Implemented.
Dahlln Algorithm
For the fast sampling case, the Dahlln controller provides 
reasonable control as shewn In Figures 8  (a-c). However, at 
this faster sampling rate the manipulated variable is seen to 
oscillate excessively. This phenomenon is referred to as 
"ringing" and is discussed in detail by Dahlin (2). Ringing 
in this case increased as the tuning parameter X was decreased 
from 0.1 to 0.06. The closed loop response was observed to 
reach the setpoint faster as X was decreased from 0.1 to 0.083. 
Further reduction in X, however, resulted in an oscillatory 
response and excessive ringing. Controllers designed via the 
Dahlin method based on models of varying order all exhibited the 
ringing characteristic. The controller based on the 2C-3U model 
was chosen as being representative of the responses obtained 
with these controllers implemented at fast sampling rates.
To avoid the ringing phenomenon, certain poles and zeroes 
must be eliminated, thereby complicating the algorithm design 
procedure.
Kalman Algorithm
Figure 9(a-d) illustrates the response of the process 
under the influence of various controllers formulated on the 
basis of the Kalman design method. The responses shown
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demonstrate that in many cases the Kalman algorithm provides 
adequate control at fast sampling. Figure 9(a),(b), and (c) 
show that the low order models result in controllers which 
perform well. The 3C-3U model which has a negative term in 
the numerator is again seen to overcompensate for disturbances 
due to an inaccurate approximation of the process gain. These 
results are similar to those obtained with the implementation 
of the Kalman controller at the slower sampling rate discussed 
previously.
Variations in the manipulated variable using the Kalman 
algorithm are not as excessive as was observed with the other 
algorithms. One exception is the controller based on the 3C-3U 
model. Although the performance of the Kalman designed conr 
trollers provide good control in many instances, this method 
results in a rigid algorithm which does not possess the flexibi 
lity of having a controller tuning parameter. Therefore, once 
a controller is designed from a model it is unchangeable until 
a different model is implemented.
Summary
Several digital controller synthesis techniques have been 
studied into which the linear least squares identification of 
the transfer function HG(z) can be readily applied. The 
results presented are based on the application of these 
controllers to a specific process and generalization of 
controller applicability to other processes should not be
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made without investigation of those processes. These results 
do indicate, however, that several controller design tech­
niques are available and are quite effective in some cases. 
Selection of a particular control strategy should be based 
on the process operating conditions, the operating objectives 
and the judgement of the control engineer.
Results of this study indicate that at both fast and slow 
sampling rates lower order models yield control algorithms 
which perform as well and in some cases better than high order 
models. Implementation of deadbeat control resulted in signi­
ficant response oscillation and in general less than satisfac­
tory closed loop response. This was especially true when 
fast sampling was implemented.
The Dahlin method of controller design incorporates a 
tuning parameter into the control algorithm. With the adjust­
ment of this parameter the response can be altered until 
satisfactory control is achieved. This design method provided 
the most consistent results of the controller synthesis methods 
studied for the range of models employed, although "ringing" 
was evident for fast sampling rates.
Kalman controller design implementing the linear least 
squares models was observed to be highly sensitive to model order 
giving poorer results as the order of the model was increased. 
However, when HG(z) possesses all positive terms in the numera­
tor, the Kalman controller design method was observed to give 
good results.
Of the design methods studied, only the Dahlin method 
provided a means of tuning the controller for desired closed 
loop response. This is a desirable feature and allows for 
more flexibility in implementing direct digital control.
Ill
C(z)
D(z)
HG(z)
K
P
P(z)
Q(z)
R(z)
T
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Nomenclature
z-transform of system output 
z-transform of controller 
z-transform function comprised of the 
process and zero-order hold 
Steady-state gain of process 
z-transform of numerator in HG(z) for 
the Kalman formulation 
z-transform of denominator in HG(z) for the 
Kalman formulation 
z-transform of manipulated variable 
Loop sample time
Final value of manipulated variable in 
Kalman formulation 
Adjustable parameter in Dahlin design
method representing the closed-loop 
response time constant 
Process dead time
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CHAPTER V
ADAPTIVE DIGITAL CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION 
USING CONTINUOUS LINEAR REGRESSION
The application of high-speed digital computers to the 
c ontrol of industrial processes has made possible the imple­
mentation of advanced strategies such as feed-forward control, 
non-interacting multivariable control and model-reference 
adaptive control. A common necessity in applying these 
strategies is the availability of an accurate model of the 
process to be controlled.
The physical characteristics of many processes are time 
variant; for example, catalyst degeneration, heat transfer 
surface fouling and effects of environmental changes. Also 
non-linearities result in system characteristics which vary 
as operating levels change. For these reasons it is desirable 
to be able to update process models to reflect such changes 
in process characteristics. Generally, these changes are 
very slow in comparison to the system time constant. In. the 
past model parameter updating has entailed the periodic 
application of an off-line identification method. Besides 
requiring large amounts of computer time and storage, such 
methods,because of the periodic nature of their application,
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can not provide truly updated models.
An identification technique that could be applied on-line 
in a continuous manner would be of benefit in that through 
updating of model parameters a control strategy based on those 
parameters could be truly adaptive. Ideally such a technique 
should update model parameters based on operating data collected 
at each sampling time. The computations involved should be 
rapid and the storage requirements minimal. The identification 
technique based on multiple linear regression can be formulated 
in a recursive manner so as to provide a route to continuous 
on-line identification with these desired properties. The 
development and implementation of this recursive method will 
be the subject of this chapter.
Development of a Continuous Strategy
In 1954 Kalman presented a method of continuous process 
identification based on minimizing a least-squares criterion(l). 
The formulation involved the solution of a set of normal 
equations. Kalman suggested the Gauss-Seidel iteration method 
to solve this set of equations. As this is an iterative scheme 
the updating of model parameters at each sampling time would be 
simplified and no matrix inversion would be necessary. Unfor­
tunately, for rapid convergence the diagonal elements of the 
regression matrix must dominate. This is not always the case 
for an operating system, and therefore the Gauss-Seidel method 
did not always give good results.
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Matrix inversion or elimination schemes require larger 
storage and more computation time, but afford more reliable 
convergence as the system of equations is solved anew with each 
additional sample. However, each of these methods encounters 
difficulties when the process operates at or very near steady- 
state for prolonged periods of time. Under these conditions 
no new dynamic data is taken into the identification scheme. 
Eventually terms in each of the four partitions of the regression 
matrix illustrated in Figure 1 approach equality. The normal 
equations are then no longer linearly independent and identi­
fication degenerates.
Lee (2) has developed a recursive algorithm for continu­
ously applied linear regression. This approach eliminates 
the need of inverting a matrix and also allows the inclusion 
of long term steady-state information without detrimental 
effects on parameter identification. The development of this 
approach is presented with consideration given toward appli­
cation in an adaptive control scheme.
Recursive Least-Squares Algorithm
As shown in a previous chapter, the linear discrete model 
can be presented in the general form:
al*l + a2x2 + ••• + V n (1)
' cici-l~ ci-lci-l ••• C4 1i-m i- 1 i u. .c, i ... u . c . ii- 1  i- 1  i-m l-l
•
•
•
Partition I | Partition II
c.-c.i i-n
CS
Ci-nCi-l *" C. C. i-n i-n 1 Ui-lCi-n •** Ui-mCi-n
c.-u. ,
l l-l Ui-lCi-l U, ,0. i- 1  i-n Ui-lUi-l Ui-mUi-l
•
•
•
Partition III Partition IV
c .u. i i-m U« Cj « ... i-m i- 1 U # C.i-m i-n U. .U. ... U. U.i- 1  i-m i-m i-m
C = system output
U = system input
i = present sampling time
m = number of input terms in the discrete model 
n = number of output terms in the discrete model
Figure 1. Partitioned regression matrix.
where
/V
y is the approximate value of the measured quantity y 
Xj are measured quantities
a^ are the set of n unknown parameters to be identified
For time invariant a^ the least-squares criterion requires the 
minimization of the function
k n ^ „
J = 2 ( E x a - y ) (2)
i=l j=l J 1
Taking the derivative of J with respect to each a^ and setting
the resulting equation equal to zero yields a set of n linear
simultaneous equations (normal equations) which can be solved
thfor the estimates, a ^ , at each k sampling instant.
In vector notation equation (1) can be written as
y = xT a (3)
The normal equations are then given as
k
T'- ~ n (4)V/\(J) = ( E x .  x. )a - E x. y . = 0
- i=l~ 1  i=l 1
where V/n (J) represents the gradient of J with respect to eachSi
/s
of the parameter estimates, a.
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Transposing equation (4) and solving for a yields
k T - 1  ka = ( E x .  x / )  S x- y (5)
i=l 1 1  i=l
th
At the k instant, equation (5) can be written as
A
a i = pik k k (6 )
where P^ is an n by n covariance matrix 
is an n by 1  vector
The underlining of matrix terms will be dropped in the following 
discussion except where confusion might result.
In order to estimate a^ at each sampling time a recursive 
form of equation (6 ) is necessary. This is possible by rewrit- 
ting P^ and as follows:
t, “1 „ -1 , T
Fk " V i + *k *k (7)
\  = \ - i + ’'k yk
Equations (7) and (8 ) depend on the previous values of P^ 
and B^ and the present measured values x^ and y^. For the 
problem of detecting time variations in a^ it is necessary
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to modify equations (7) and (8 ) by means of a weighting function 
such that the effects of past measurements are reduced as 
new observations are included. This is possible by replacing 
the finite averaging equations (7) and (8 ) by exponentially 
weighted past averages (3). The modification results in
Equations (9) and (10) are simply the results of processing 
measurement data through discrete low-pass filters with
Variation of a has the effect of increasing or reducing the
Increasing a places more weight on new measurements while 
decreasing a places more weight on the accumulated past 
measurement data. Physically the presence of a prevents the 
covariance matrix, P^, from becoming too small. Therefore,
pk'1 = (l • o^k-l’1 + *kT> (9)
\  - ( 1  - a)Bk . 1  + yk) (10)
(1.0 > a > 0)
where
T is the sampling time
is the low-pass filter time constant.
length of time past data influences new estimates of a^„
new data will continue to influence the estimates of a, at each
k
sampling instant.
As in the invariant case
a = P, B. k k k
Substituting equations (9) and (10)
*k " L( l-a)pk -i'1+ “ (’‘k 'V ]  yk)]
(ii)
In order for equation (11) to meet the requirement of being 
recursive and must be represented by relationships
involving accessible data.
To accomplish this (recalling the terms involved are 
matrices) premultiply equation (1 0 ) by P^ and post multiply
by P.
k-1 *
pk-i ■ (1-“)pk +  “'t’f t V i  (12)
Post multiply by
Pk-i*k= <1 _“)pkxk + aPk!CkxkTpk-iItk
Post multiply by [(1-ar) + a  x^T
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Pk-l*k [(1'a) + a x k  Pk - 1  ’' J ’ 1  \ T Pk - 1
= Pk*k*k V i (14)
Substitute equation (12) into (14) and rearrange
Pk (l-o) Pk - 1  " ( 1 ^ a ) 2  Pk-lxk[1 + (l-a)XkTpk-lxk'l *kTpk-l
(15)
Equation (15) provides a means of calculating P^ from previous 
values of the covariance matrix and present values of input/ 
output data.
A recursive equation for a^ is obtained by substituting 
equations (10) and (15) into equation (6 )
A
(l-o) Pk - 1  " ^ 9  ^ - l 3^  [1 + (l-o) *k Pk-l*J *k Pk - 1
( 1  - a Y
d-o)Bk-i + «(xk yk) (16)
Expanding equation (16) and noting that = \ _ i \ _ x
results in
A  /A o  fl I O  1  _  ”1 T  a
ak - ak-l" „ >2 pk-l*k L I-o *k Vl^J *k V l
(1 -Qf)
+ A  V l Y k  - ~f~2 Pk+ xkE1 + ^kX-lJ'1
(1 -Of)
*k pk - l * k yk (17)
This further reduces to
\  * V i  ‘ 1^5 V f t l 1 + i ^  *kT Pk-i*J 1 (xk \ - r  yk>
(18)
Equations (15) and (18) can be applied to obtain a 
recursive solution which yields a least squares estimation 
of the parameters a^.
To initialize this procedure estimates of a^ and P^ are 
necessary. As in any optimization method the initial guesses 
a^ should be as close to the optimum as possible based on 
prior knowledge of system performance. The initial value of 
the covariance matrix P is important in that it determines
A
the speed of convergence to the optimum set of a^. Lee (2) 
provides a discussion which shows that initially the diagonal 
elements of P should be chosen to be large. As the diagonal 
elements of Pq approach infinity, the model error goes to 
zero for a given number of samples. Therefore, for large Pq 
diagonal elements and good initial guesses of a^, convergence 
to the optimum can be expected.
Continuous On-Line Identification
To evaluate the feasibility of implementing this recur­
sive least-squares formulation in on-line identification, the 
method was applied to a discrete system with known parameters. 
This system containing a dead-time equivalent of one sampling
time is
2 2
C. = E a.C. . + E b. U. . .
1  j.x 3 1-J k-l k 1-k-l
fchwhere i = subscript denoting i sampling instant 
C = system output 
U = system input 
The parameters are selected as 
aL = 0.5870 
a 2  = -0.0681 
b 1  = 0.3413 
b 2  = 0.1348
To initiate the identification, steady-state input/output 
values were stored and initial guesses were made for the model 
parameters. The starting values were
A 1
oii
. 0 for a 1 (0 )
A 2
= 0 .5 for a2 (0 )
A3 = 0 .
. 0 for bjCO)
A4
= 0 .5 for b 2 (0 )
Initially the covariance matrix diagonal elements were chosen 
4
as 1x10 , and a  was set at 0.3. The time record of the on-line 
identification is shown in Figure 2.
Identification in this case is evident. It is important 
to note the periods of improved identification following the
0.05
-0.05'
Sample Number
Figure 2. Time record of on-line model identification applied 
to time invariant system.
disturbance of the process input. Exciting the system in this 
manner increases the level of information in the data and 
contributes to better and more rapid identification. The 
identification technique responds quickly to these changes to 
improve the model fit. Variation of ot would affect the 
rapidity of this response.
To further evaluate the identification scheme, one of the 
system parameters was varied slowly in a steadily increasing 
manner. The value of Ot was maintained at 0.3 and starting 
values were as in the previous case. The results of parameter 
tracking appear in Figure 3.
The model updating ability of this identification method 
is apparent. Beginning with inaccurate initial guesses the 
parameters were identified closely in five sampling times.
Note again the improvement in parameter estimation following 
process input step changes.
The observed characteristics of the recursive least 
squares identification method indicate its possible application 
in an on-line adaptive control scheme. Utilizing one of the 
model-dependent control strategies discussed in the previous 
chapter, a close loop configuration as shown in Figure 4. 
result in a truly adaptive system. Input/output data is 
processed by the recursive least-squares identifier to update 
the linear discrete model parameters. These current parameters
2.0-
4-1
3a.
c
M 1.0-
0.55
-0.05
<
- 0.10
-0.38
<
-0.33
0.145
0.115
0.00
- 0.02
Figure 3. Time record of on-line identification applied 
to time variant system.
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Updated Model Parameters
U(z)
c(t)
ZOHController Process
Recursive
Identification
C(z)
Figure 4. Adaptive control scheme implementing on-line 
identification.
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are then entered into the model-dependent controller to affect 
the adaptation of the controller to the time-varying process. 
Updating the model at each sample instant insures the accuracy 
of the model and therefore the effectiveness of the control 
strategy.
Implementation of Adaptive Control
The adaptive strategy shown in Figure 3 was simulated 
digitally with the non-linear reactor system discussed in pre­
vious chapters as the process to be controlled. Reaction 
conditions were the same as in previous cases. Variation 
in the combined flow stream of pure B and recycle was assumed 
unmeasurable. A second-order model (2C-2U) was selected to 
represent the system and the Kalman control strategy was chosen 
for regulation. The loop sampling time was 3.0 seconds.
Initial parameter values were obtained from an off-line 
regression. This would appear to be a reasonable approach in 
an industrial environment. Again or was set at 0.3.
To simulate a time variant reactor system the combined
3
flow rate of B and recycle was allowed to increase 4.5 ft /min 
over an operating period of 80 minutes.
Two separate runs were conducted. The first run involved 
periodic set point changes to assure a high level of information 
flow to the identifier. The performance of the adaptive system 
was encouraging with the identification reflecting changes in 
process characteristics. Response to set point changes was 
also quite good.
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The second run consisted of Initiating the Identification 
at the same values as before and applying no set point changes 
thereafter. At the completion of the run, the model parameters 
were essentially the same as for the first run. This indicates 
that parameter updating was possible even on the small amount 
of additional information contained in the input/output records.
Figure 5 presents a comparison of the initial model and 
the updated model applied to the reactor system following the 
change in flow rate.
Control based on these models should further indicate the 
advantage of continually updating the process model. Figure 6  
illustrates this point. Set point responses are shown for 
the reactor system with Kalman controllers based on the two 
models discussed. Superior estimation of the new system gain 
results in improved performance by the adapted controller. These 
results indicate that implementation of a simple method of 
adaptive control as presented can produce significant improve­
ment in closed-loop performance without excessive computational 
problems.
Caution should be exercised in applying this method to 
noisy systems and/or systems which are subject to abrupt load 
changes. Noise entering the system can be detrimental to the 
identification if updating of parameters is performed each 
sampling instant. A possible solution to such a problem might
o
in.
+ + + + Model output
oCJ Process output
O-
UJ
9 *■*-. Q 
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Figure 5a. Comparison of system and initial model outputs
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Figure 5b. Comparison of system and updated model outputs
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Figure 6 . Response of time-variant reactor system to control
action based on a static model and an updated model.
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involve collecting data over several sampling times and filtering 
before processing it through the identifier.
Unmeasured abrupt load changes present a problem in that 
the results is a change in input with no long term change in 
output. An identification attempted during the influence of a 
load change will model the load change as part of the system.
This is not generally the case if the load change is of short 
duration. Control can be adversely affected when such model 
inaccuracy is encountered. An overall conservative policy 
might be to avoid identification if an abrupt load change is 
observed to have entered the system.
Summary
To ensure an accurate model when controlling a time-variant 
system, on-line identification is desirable. It is also 
advantageous.to be able to update, or adapt, the control law 
as the process model is updated. Implementation of such an 
adaptive system has been demonstrated. The application of the 
continuous on-line modeling technique incorporating a recursive 
solution of the regression equation has been shown to be effective. 
Continuous on-line identification is presented for time- 
invariant linear systems with known coefficients as well as 
for time-variant processes. An adaptive control scheme was 
incorporated into the simulated non-linear reactor system and was 
based on a model-reference adaptation. This strategy was
demonstrated to provide improved modeling as the system charac­
teristics varied and subsequently enabled the maintenance of 
closer control. Abrupt load changes entering the system 
unmeasured interfere with the accurate modeling of the process 
itself. This then is an area which deserves more research in 
an effort to better cope with these process disturbances.
Nomenclature
vector in regression equation
tilprocess output at i sampling instant
covariance matrix in regression equation
thprocess input at i sampling instant 
estimated parameters 
vector of measured quantities in 
regression equation 
weighting function
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
The work presented in this dissertation has been directed 
toward the improvement of tuning procedures for conventional 
analog controllers, and the application of multiple linear re­
gression identification to obtain linear discrete models suited 
to controller synthesis and adaptation. Efforts were made to 
develop or improve control methods which would be meaningful in 
industrial applications. In the topics related to direct digital 
control the objective was to illustrate that relatively simple 
modeling and controller design techniques can be implemented 
without sacrificing performance. Hopefully demonstrations of 
effective but uncomplicated control schemes will encourage 
expanded application of direct digital control in the chemical 
industry.
With the realization that many industrial control loops 
will continue to utilize conventional analog controllers 
Chapter II was devoted to the tuning of conventional PI and PID 
controllers. Beginning with controllers tuned to integral error 
criteria and based on first-order plus dead time models, a 
modification of the tuning relations is developed. The new 
tuning relations enable the control engineer to fine tune con­
troller parameters initially determined from the unmodified
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technique. The result is a structured method of fine tuning 
which no longer relies solely on the intuition of the instrument 
technician to achieve meaningful control improvement.
The remainder of the research work undertaken concerned 
areas closely related to the application of direct digital con­
trol. Chapter III involved the use of multiple linear regres­
sion to sampled system input/output records to identify parameters 
of a linear discrete model. The model obtained in this way is 
a representation of the system transfer function with the hold 
device included. This is largely an application of the ideas 
presented by R. E. Kalman in 1954 and was intended to illustrate 
the effectiveness of this simple identification scheme.
This method of model identification is very flexible for 
several reasons. First, the form of the model is discrete, and 
there is no need to employ discretization of a continuous model. 
Second, once enough data has been stored to permit regression to 
be applied the model order can be varied without the collection
of new response data each time. In this way the numer of model
terms can be altered until a satisfactory fit of process data is 
achieved.
Models obtained in this manner were applied to a simulated
non-linear plug flow reactor system and were demonstrated to be
effective as both one step ahead in predictor models and as 
free running models. As was expected higher order models pro­
vided better fit in these cases. Measurement noise was also
observed to adversely effect Identification by linear regression 
However filtering process data provided improved results under 
these conditions.
The discrete form of the linear model was shown in Chapter 
IV to fit well into several controller design methods. Deadbeat 
Dahlin and Kalman designed controllers were obtained based on 
linear discrete models. For sampling time greater than the 
effect dead time of the plug flow reactor system the Dahlin con­
trollers demonstrated the most consistent performance for the 
range of model orders considered. Deadbeat control was adequate 
with a two-pass model giving better results than a one-pass 
model. Kalman control with low order models was excellent. 
However, models containing negative coefficients were shown to 
yield Kalman controllers which functioned poorly. Similar 
control results were obtained for fast sampling. The Dahlin 
designed controllers, however, suffered from "ringing", or 
excessive oscillation of the manipulated variable. This phe­
nomenon can result in unnecessary wear on the final control 
element if not remedied.
Lastly, in Chapter V the model-dependence of the controller 
discussed in Chapter IV was utilized to develop an adaptive 
control strategy. With the implementation of a recursive solu­
tion to the normal regression equations, it was possible to 
apply on-line identification in a continuous manner. In this 
way the linear discrete model parameters could be updated at
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each sampling instant. In turn, the controller based on the 
model could likewise be updated. As the operating characteristics 
of the system being controlled changed these variations were re­
flected in the updated model parameters and subsequently the 
controller was adapted to the changing process. The scheme 
provided a model which was always a good approximation of the 
system and as such enabled better control than would be obtained 
using a stationary model. Difficulties were encountered when 
unmeasured abrupt load changes of short duration entered the 
system. Work should be continued in an attempt to overcome this 
problem and enable the implementation of this scheme in a truly 
self-optimizing sense.
APPENDIX 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
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DIMENSION PTAU<50)#PPRNCT(50>#CRn5>#ABPER<50>#DELTAUC50) 
DIMENS10NT(25)/DT{25)/P(25)#DH(25)
DIMENSION THETX(25) # DTHETA(2t» > »  PTH'ETA(2S># DELTHE(2t>) 
COMMON PHIG/THEG 
REAL KC
PROGRAM VARIES TI***********************************
MAIN PR8GRAM-C0NTRBLLER TUNING METHODS
DEFINE*INTGRL’ AS FOLLOWS CRITERIA INTGRL
IAE 1
ISE .2
ITAE 3
INTGRL*3
DEFINE INDIVIDUAL TIME CONSTANTS ‘
T1*X*0
T2*0*5
T3®0«2
DTHET ■ 0.
—  TAU * STEP RESPONSE MODEL TIME CONSTANT
....------(SAIN « STEP RESPONSE MODEL GAIN
..........  THETA * STEP RESPONSE MODEL DEADTIME
,.CRi » THE CHOSEN INTEGRAL CRITERION
READ (5>i 1) TAUi GAIN# THETA# CRI(1.)#CR I (2>#CRI (3)
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FORMAT(3F10 * 4,3A4)
17 IF<INTCaRL.eT*3>S9T012
L = 0 
13 THEP « TI
...... SUBROUTINE 'TUNE* CONTAINS CONTROLLER TUNING ALGORITHM
CALL TUNEt INTGRL/THETA/TAU^GAlN/i<C,TI/TO)
 ....... SUBROUTINE »EVALf COMPUTES INTEGRAL CRITERION
CALL EVAL( I-NTGRL/KC,Tl#TD/0*2#Tl#T2#T3/PHI)
PHIGsPHI 
THEG*TI 
PRINT 21
21 FORMAT(1H1)
PRINT 22>CRI(INTGRL)
22 FORMAT(.// 14X, 17HSYSTEM PARAMETERS , 21X, 21HC0NTR0LLER PARAM
1ETERS , 21X, 8H0PTIMUM ,A4 )
WRITE(6#25)THETA#KC,PHI*TAU,TI,GAIN,TO
25 FORMAT(/14X, 8HTHETA * ,F9«2/26X*5HKC * ,F6.3,26X,6HPHI a /F&
1.3/,14X,8HTAU = ,F9.2*26X# 5HTI « *F6«3
2/ 14X, • 8HGAIN « »F9»2, 26X# 5HTD * ,F6»3///)
PRINT 26
26 FORMAT(14X, 13HSYSTEM THETA » 20X* 20HERROR INTEGRAL VALUE, 19X, • 
127HTUNED CONTROLLER PARAMETERS, // ,
219X,5H TI ,24X,4HTEST,7X,7H8PTIMUM#15X,5HTHETA,8X,2HTD#8X,2HKC# 
310X,8HPER CENT#/)
CALCULATED OPTIMUM VALUE OF CRITERION FUNCTION,PHI 
DTHET * 0.025 * TI 
ITIMES1 
10 THP « TI 
00111*1,10
n 
n 
n 
o
L*L + 1
THP ■ THP ♦ DTHET 
THETX(L) » THP
DTHETA(l ) 8 <<THP - THETA)/THETA)*100«
CALL cVALC I\TG=?L/KCiTHP/TD>0.2iTl#T2iT3iPHlP)
PKCNT»((FHIP-PHI)/PHI)#100.
P(L)*PHIP
DP<L>8PRCNT
11 WRITE(6#100)THP /PHIPjPHI/THETa »TD/KC/PRCNT 
100 F9RMAT(F23«3/F29»3/F13®3/F27»3jF1Q*3/F10*3/F15»2) 
IF(.ITIME«EQ*1)6BT015 
PRINT67
67 FORMAT(1H1)
03 30 1*1/10
N82l-I
M*I + 1 0
PPRNCT(M )* P(I)
AbPER(M)»OP(I)
PTHETA(M) ■ THETX(I)
DELTHE(M) « DTHETA(I) 
PPKNCT(I)»P(N )
ABP£R(I)*DP(N)
PTHETA(I) » THETX(N)
DELTHE(I) 8 DTHETA(N)
69 PRINT68, PTHETA{I),PPRNCT(I)/ABPER(I)*PTHETA(M)#PPRNCT(M),ABPER(M )
68 F0RMATI1OX/6F2O.4)
30 CONTINUE
FOR PL0TTER ROUTINE PTAU a CHANGE IN CONTROLLER PARAMETER 
DELTAU * PERCENT CHANGE IN CONTROLLER PARAMETER
00 43 I * 1,20 
PTAU(I) 8 PTHETAU)
DELTAU(I) * DELTHE(I)
43 C9NTINUE
CALL HLOTR(DELTAU,PTaU^PPKn CT/ABPERi INTGRL' 
G0T012 
IS DTHET b -d t h e t 
I TIME-2 
G0T91O 
18 ST0P 
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SUBROUTINE TUNE (INTGRL*THETA* TAUP*GAIN* KC*TI*TD) 
REAL KC
RATIO * THETA/TAUP 
GO T0 (1Q*20*30)*INTGRL
c a l c u l a t i o n  of iae c r i t e r i a
10 A * 0*984 
8 8 0*936 
C * 1*644 
D * 0*707 .
G8 T8 1
CALCULATION OF ISE CRITERIA
20 A * 1*305 
B ■ 0*959 
C 8 2*033 
D * 0*739 
GO TO 1
CALCULATION OF ITAE CRITERIA
30 A 8 0*859 
B 8 0*977 
C * 1*484 
D 8 0*680 
1 KC « A/<GAIN#RATI0**B)
TI 8 TAUP*C*RATI8**D
TO » 0*0
RETURN
END
■p-Ln
SUBROUTINE EVALUATES INTEGRAL CRITERION 
SUBROUTINE EVAL(iNTGRLiKCiTI/TD/DTlME^T1/T2/T3jRHI) 
REAL *C,C<1000),INTEG 
DT»0*U02 
PH I■O*
T6TT 8 0*0 
n d t i m e -d t i m e /dt 
D81I.1/NOTIME 
C <I)«u*
Ip b i n t »i
01*0T/T1
D2*0T/T2
D3b0T/T3
CA*0.
CB*0.
CC*Gt
INTEGsO.
NITER«20./DT
—  SIMULATION 8F THIRD-ORDER SYSTEM
D9<?IS1/NITER 
ES-C(IP6INT)
i n t e g* i n t e g+e *ot
C0UT*KC*(E+INTEG/TI)
C0aCeuT+l*
CA*(CQ-CA)*01+CA 
CB8(CA-CB)*D2+C3 
CO<CB-CC)*D3+CC 
T8TT 8 T9TT + DT 
IF(INTGRL*Ea.3)G8T83 
T9TT®1•0 
3 PHI * PHI + T0TT*ASS{CC)*0T
c n  PBINT)=cc
IP0INT8IP0INT+1
2 IF (I Ptf IMT. BT. NDTI *IE) IPBI NT * 1
RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE PL9TS VARIATION 8F CRITERION WITH VARIATI9N IN MODEL 
PARAMETER
SUBROUTINE PLOTR(DELTAU/PTAU/PpRNCT/ABPER/INTGRL)
DI MENS ION DELTAJ(50)/PTAU(5C > /PPRNCT(SO)/ABPER{SO)/BUF(bOOO) 
DIMENSION TITL1(1)/ TITL2U)/ TITL3(5)/ABP(50)>DELT(5U)
DIMENSION A(3)/B(3)/C(3)/T(3)/U(3)/XTHE(50)/XPHI(50)
C8MH0N PHIG,THEG 
CALL PLOTS(BUF/5000)
......CHANGE THESE CARDS WHEN CHANGING TO DIFFERENT SYSTEM PARAMETER
DATA TITL1/5H TJ /
DATA TITL2/23HPERCENT CHANGE IN TI /
DATA U/16HPI CONTROLLER /
DATA TITL3/26HA3S(PERCENT CHANGE IN PHI)/
DATA A/16HCRI TER I ON - IAE /
DATA B/16HCRITERI0N - ISE /
DATA C/16HCRITERI0N - ITAE/
GO TO(1/2/3) /INTGRL
1 DO 11 1= 1/3
11 T(I)-A(I>
REF s 0*
G8T05
2 DO 12 1=1/3
12 T<I)-B(I)
REF = REF+15.
G9T35
3 DO 13 1=1/3
13 T(I)=C(I>
REF * REF+15•
5 CONTINUE
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 PL9TS PHI VS THETA
CALL HLeT(REF,0.,-3)
CALL PL8T<0*0/0./3)
CALL AXIS(0*0/0./TlTLl/-5/ 5*0/O.O/XTHE(MM)/XTHE(MMM)/20.0)
CALL AXIS(0.0/0./3HPHl/3/ 5*0/90.0,XPHI (MM) ,XPHI (MMM)/3O*0)
CALL FLI NE (XTHE, XPHI 1/0,0)
CALL SYMBOL(1*65/4*5/0*12/T/0*0/16)
CALL SYMBPL(l*65/4.2/U*12/U/0*0/16)
CALL PL3T<0.0/0.,3)
CALL PL9T(X,0*0,3)
CALL PL3T{X,Y,2)
CALL PL9T(0.0/Y,2)
CALL PLOT(0* 0,0.0,3)
CALL SYMB3L(X,Y,0.1/11/0.0,-l)
CALLPL6T(0*0/5*0/3)
CALL PLOT(b*Q,b»0/2)
CALL PL3T(b*0,0.0,2)
CALL PL0T(U*O,0,0,3)
BEGINNING SECOND PL8T
PLOTS PERCENT CHANGE IN PHI VS PERCENT CHANGE IN THETA
CALL PL8T<0*'0,ll*,-3)
CALL AXIS(0*0,Q*/ TITL2/-23/ 6.0/ 0*0/ CELT(MM)* DELTCNMM)/ 20.0) 
CALL AXIS<0*0/0./ TITL3 /26/ b.0/90*0/ ASPIRIN), ABP(MMM), 20*0) 
CALL LlNE(DELT/ABP/M,1/0*0)
CALL SY*iBSL< 1*65/4.5/0*12/T,0*0/16)
CALL SYMBSL(1*65/4*2/0*12/0/0*0/16)
CALL PLaT{0.0/0,0/3)
CALLPL8T(0*0/5* 0/3)
CALL PL3T(b.0/5.0,2) 
CALL HL9T(b»0/0*0/2) 
CALL PL8T(U.0/0.0,3) 
CALL PL8T(0.0i-X1.0/w3) 
CALL PL8T<0.0/0.0/999) 
75 RETURN 
END
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PROGRAM COMPUTES AND PL8TS TH£ PINE-TUNING RELATI0NSHIPS AS 
FUNCTIONS SF TAU/C
PLOTS FOR PI AND PID CONTROLLERS ARE GENERATED USING IAE 
AND ITAE TUNING CRITERIA
DIMENSION BUF(1000)/X(50)/Y(50)/YY(&0)/YYY<5Q) 
DIMENSION TAE(4),AEU)/PI(4)/PlD(4>,C0N(4)/CRI(4) 
DATA TAE(1>/4HCRIT/
DATA TAE(2)/4HERI9/
DATA TA£(3)/4HN - /
DATA TAE(A)/4HITAE/
DATA AE(4)/4HIAe /
DATA PI(1>/4HPI /
DATA PI{2)/4H C0/
DATA PI(3)/4HNTR0/
DATA PI(4)/4HLLER/
DATA PID(1)/4HPID /
D8 100 1*1/3 
AE(I)*TAE(I)
100 CONTINUE
D8 101 1*2/4 
PID(I)»PI(IJ
101 CONTINUE
CALL PLOTS(BUF/1000)
CALL FACTOR!0»8Q)
PROGRAM TO PL8T TUNING Rf LATIONS AS FUNCTIONS OF TAU/C 
  RESULTS ARE FOR PI AND PID CONTROLLERS TUNED TO IAE AND ITAE CRITERIA
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REFER TB THE ARTICLE BY L8PEZ AND MILLER F8R THE CBNSTANTS IN 
THE TUNING RELATIONS SHBWn
A*0.859 PI ITAE
AA*-0«977
BB1*484
Bti80« 680
D=0» 0
CC«0.0
DB 1 I*1j *
C R H  I >«TAE( I)
1 C0N(U»PIU>
2 TAU*1•
THETA*Q*55 
GAIN»1*00
c *t a u +t h e t a
RATIB-0.05
D8 4 1*1/36
X (I) *RAT18
THETA«(1.-RATIB)*C
TAU«C-THETA
DUMs(i,.RATI0)/RATl3
TUNING RELATION F6R K*KC
PGAIN*A*DUM**AA 
Y ( I ).*PGA IN
  TUNING RELATION P8R TI/TAU
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n 
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n
C
TIC=B*RATIB*DUM**B3 
YY(I)*TIC
—  TUNING RELATION FOR TO/TAU
TDC*D*RATIB*DUM**CC 
YYY(I)■TDC*2*0
IF(YYY(I)»QT*1•25)YYY(I> * 1#25
CGAINaPGAIN/GAlN ' t
TI*TIC*C 
TD«TDC*C
PRINT 3/TAU/THETA/RATl8iPGAIN/CGAlN^TlC,TIiT0CiTD
3 F0RMAT(2X*9E14* 4)
RAT 18aRAT18+0*025
4 C8NTINUE
   BEGIN PLOTTING ROUTINE
11 ■ 37 
NN«38
x ( i n * o . o 5
X(NN)«0.1 
Y(11)®0*0 
Y(NN)*3.0 
YY(II)*0*0 
YY(NN)*0*25 
YYY(II) ?YY(II)
YYY(NN)sYY(NN)
CALL PLOT(0*0/0*0/*3)
CALL AXIS{OwQ*/5HTAU/C*-5>9*UiO»UiX(II)>X(NN))
CALL AXIS(0.0-0#0#4HK*KCj4y5.Uj90»0*Y<11) * Y(NN))
CALL AXIS(9»0j0.0,19H(TI/C) AND (2*TQ/C)/*19j5*0,90,0#YY(11),
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G0T92
8 A=l*43b 
AA»-0«921 
6=1*139 
BB*Q.749 
D*0.482 
CC=1•137
D3 40 1=1/4 
40 CRI(I)®AE(I)
G8T92
9 CQNTIMUE
c a l l PL8T{0.0/0.0/999) 
10 F9«^AT(1H1)
STSP
END
PID IAE
*
I
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THIS PROGRAM DIRECTS THE 0PEN L60P IDENTIFICATION AND 
DIGITAL CONTROL 0F A GENERAL 0RDEP SYSTEM 0R A 
N0N-LINEAR PLUG FL0W REACTOR SYSTEM AS SELECTED
* » • * * * * « * » * * * * * « * * * * * « ' # * « * « * * * » * « * » » » « *
C0MM8N CA1 (200)# CRXK20D)/ A(10)i NC< NU* NVAR, NDATA# 
♦ TIME* M# WA/ C# WRQ# CRO# CBO, RHOX* IDPR0C
COMMON /L94/SETPT,PG
C0MM8N /LBb/NDAT/NDT#IPT#YRESP(60SWXTIMEI605)#TSi«RUN
C8MM8N /L36/NRE3R
C8MM0N /L37/IRCD/KDATAiSUME2
COMMON /LB8/CTERM,UTERM#STM
COMMON /L89/SSQ,MDIST
C8MM8N /LB12/YMaN(605>
C0MM0N /L3X3/SS3X# SSQ2/SSQ3#T0TSSU
IDPR0C * 1 PROCESS IS GENERAL SYSTEM# *GLSYS' 
IDPR0C * 2 PROCESS IS PLUG FL0W REACTOR# »PR8CRX« 
NC * NUMBER 8F OUTPUT TERMS IN MODEL 
NU * NUMBER OF INPUT TERMS IN MODEL
157
c —- - - - - - - - i s  * SAMPLING TIME IN MINUTES
C—  -------HG s VALUE Or TUNING PARAMETER IN CONTROL ALGRQRITHM
C -  KRUN * 1/ SETPTINT CHANGE
C- <r j n = 2/ UNMEASURED DISTURBANCE
C--.---.-kalGG * U  DAHLIN CONTROLLER ALGORITHM
C-----------KALG0 » 2» DEADBEAT CONTROLLER ALGORITHM
c— — ..... kalgo • 3, kalman minimum settling time algorithm
c .......... -KALGS = ht LAZY DEADBEAT ALGORITHM (FRACTIONAL DEADBEAT)
C . KALGO * bt MODIFIED DEADBeAT ALGORITHM
C  IKCD e 0/ INPUT/OUTPUT REC0RDS NOT STORED
C -IRCD ■ 1/ INPUT/OUTPUT RECORDS STORED FOR PLOTTING OPE-LOOP RESPONSE
C— - — -----JRCD • 21 INPUT/OUTPUT RECORDS STORED FOR PLOTTING CL8SED-LB0P RESPON
C
C
IDPR0C«2 
KDATA*125
100 READ 1/ NC/NU/NREGRiKRUNjKALGBjTS#P0 
1 FORMAT(5I2/2F10»3)
C
C— - -TEST FOR BLANK DATA CARD J IF SO,TERMINATE PROGRAM
C
lF(NC*Ea*0)G0T0l01 
KNT *0 
106 NDATsO 
MOIST *0 
IRCD*0 
SUME2=0.0 
I PT = 0
k n t «k n t +i
SETPT»20*0
CTERM^NC-
u t e r m ^nu
STMsTS
n v a r «n c +nu
o
o
n
n
 
n
n
n
 
n 
n
n
n
 
o
n
n
  DRIVE PROCESS TO STEADY STATE
DO 2 I-I#50 
N0ATA*1 
TI^EsO.O 
WA*4«400
-..... —  WA « 4.400 IS THE CH6SEN STEADY-STATE FLOW RATE 9F
GOTO(13/14)jIDPR0C
13 CALL oLSYS.
G3T02
14 CALL PR8CRX 
2 CONTINUE
N O A T A * 1
PRINT 18
18 FORMAT (///10X#»C9MPLETED DRIVE TO STEADY*STATE1*///>
.— .----UPSET PROCESS WITH A SERIES OF STEP DISTURBANCES
TIME=0*0 
CALL UPSET
 PLOT RESPONSE OF SYSTEM TO THE UPSET
CALL PLOTM
DO 346 I*1/IPT*25
PRINT 345/IiXTlNE(I>/YRESP(I)
345 FORMAT(15X/15/3F15»3)
346 CONTINUE 
PRINT 19
REACTANT »A»
159
19 FORMAT{10X/’COMPLETED SYSTEM UPSET*///)
C
IRCD*0 
IRT »0
NDATA=NDATA-1
C
C
C -  — -DETERMINE M0DEL PARAMETERS BY MULTIPLE LINEAR RECESSION 
C
CALL MODEL
C— —  —  — PLOT MODEL RESP0NSETO COMPARE WITH SYSTEM RESPONSE 
C
CALL PL9TM
C
C.......... DRIVE SYSTEM T6 STEADY.STaTE PRIOR TO SETP9INT CHANGE
C
20 ssa*o*o
MDIST*0
WAe4*<fOl
NDATAsl
TIME*0*0
GOTO(15i16)/IDPR0C
15 CALL GLSYS 
GOT03
16 CALL PR0CRX
3 c o n t i n u e
DO 9 I«lilO 
C A K I ) * C A i m  
CR11(I)*CR11(1)
9 CONTINUE
C
C .---...MAKE SETP0INT CHANGE AND TIE IN CONTROLLER
C
i—*o\
o
SETPT »20«0 
NDATA-5 
TIME80*0 
IPT *0
G8T8(21,22,23,24,25),KALG8
21 PRINT 41, IDPR9C
41 F8RMAT(//lbX,'PR8CESS IS N0.'12,'^CONTROLLER IS DAHLIN'//)
G0T817
22 PRINT 42,IDPR8C
42 FORMAT!//,15X,'PROCESS IS N8•’12,1CONTROLLER IS DEADBEAT*//)
G8T817
23 PRINT 43,IDPR8C
43 F0RMAT(//15X,'PROCESS IS N0.»I2,» ,CONTROLLER IS KALAMN'//)
G8T917
24 PRINT 44,IDPR0C
44 FORMAT!//,15X,'PROCESS IS NO*',12,' ,CONTROLLER IS LA£Y DEADBEAT') 
GBT817
25 PRINT 45, IDPR8C
4b F8RMATI//15X,'PR8CESS IS NO,',12,' ,C8NTR8LLER IS MOD. DEADBEAT 
&',//>
17 PRINT 48
17 PRINT 46, SETPT,TS,PG,NDT
46 FORMAT!lbX,'SETPT * »,F5.1,5X,'SAMPLE TIME a «,F6*3,5X,
S 'RESET TIME » ',F6*3,bX,’DEAD TIME * ’,12,//)
PRINT 47
47 FQRMAT(10X,' TIME ',4X,'PRES. C8NTR8L',2X,'PRES* OUTPUT',2X,
&'CALC« C0NTR8L',2X,'SATR. C8NTR8L',11X,»C',8X,'EXP* 8UTPUT',4X,
&'ERR8R',//)
CALL C8NTRL 
PRINT 102,SUME2
102 F8RMAT(/15X,'SUM 8F RESP8NSE DEVIATI8N SQUARED «* »,2PE12*4,/)
PRINT 103,SS0l,SSQ2,SSU3,TflTSSQ
103 F8RMAT(15X,'SSQ » 1,2PE12•4,5X,'SSQ2 * »,2PE12.4,5X,'SSU3 .« 
52PE12.4,5X,'T0TSSQ s ',2PE12.4,//)
IPT=IPT-1
C
G8T01OO
C
CALL PLBTR
C
C-  TRANSFER T0 STATEMENT 100
C AND PG VALUE* IF OATA CARO
C
G8T3100 
101 CALL PL0T{0«0>0«0i999)
ST8P
END
TEMP8RAR
READ IN NEXT M8DEL> SAMPLE 
IS BLANK PROGRAM IS TERMINATED*
n 
n 
o 
o 
o 
o
SUBROUTINE SIMULATES A GENERAL 6RDER SYSTEM
SUBRBUTINE PR8VIDES RAND8M BINARY SYSTEM UPSET
SUBROUTINE UPSET
C8MM8N CA1 (200) i CRli(200)i A < 10) ^ NC< NUi NVAR,
+ TIMEi Mi WA/ Ci WROi CROi C80, RH81/
IRCO-1 
NTS«0
IX«177757739 
08 10 IaliKOATA 
NTS*NTS'+1 
n t s =o
1Y=IX*65539 
IF(IY)li2i2
1 IY*IY+214783647+1
2 XI*IY 
Xl*XI*0.4656613E-09 
I.X® IY
IF(XI)3i 4i 5
3 WAa6#0 
G8T86
4 WAa^.O 
GBT06
5 W A a 2 • 0
6 CONTINUE 
G8T8(7i8)iI0PR8C
7 c a l l GLSYS 
GP
G3T89
8 CALL PR8CRX
9 CONTINUE
NDATA*
IDPR8C
163
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
n
o
n
 
n 
n
o
n
SUBROUTINE GLSYS
COMMON CA1(200)/ CRl 1 (200)/ A(10)/ NC# MU/ NVAR,
+ TIME/ M/ WA/ C# WRO, CRO/ CBO/ RH81/
DATA SK,TAU/THETA/H/l*75/0.05/0*02/0.001/
DATA CA/CC/O.0/0*0/
COMMON /LB5/NDAT/NDT/IPT/YRESP(605i/XTlME(605)/TS/KRUN
ST«TS
IF(NDAT A »E0«1)CR11(1)*CC
NDT»THETA/H/2*0
NDT*1
IDT *NOATA+NDT
IF (NDAT*EU«1#SR*NDATA*EQ*1)GOTO10 
G8TC2 
10 DO 1 I*.NDATA/IDT 
X CRl 1(I> *CC
2 CA * 60.-1080*0/(WA+18*0)
STIM*0*0 
n d a t a «n d a t a +i
lF(NDATA.GTd50)G8T8l00
— -......STORE INPUT RECORD
CAl(NDATA*l)aCA
IF(NDAT.GE*15)CA®CA+1
21 s t i m *s t i m +h 
TIME=TIME+H
CC*CC+(GK*CA-CC)*H/TAU 
lF(STiri.LT*ST)G0TQ21 
100 CONTINUE
PRINT 22/NDATA/CAl(NDATA)/CRll(NDATA)
22 F8RMATC5X/I5/2F15.4)
-----.... ST8RE OUTPUT RECORD
NDATAj
IDPRQC
CR11(NDATA+NDT)*CC 
5 RETURN 
END
166
SUBRBUTINE SIMULATES TUBULAR REACTOR WITH SERIES 0F BACKMIX REACT9RS 
SUBROUTINE PROCRX
COMMON CA1 (200), CR1K200)# A(1Q), NC# NU# NVAR# NDATA#
+ TIME, m , WA# C# WRO, CRO, CBO, RH01# IOPRQC
CeMM0N/LB3/CTIME(2OO)
COMMON /LB4/SET?T,P3,<ALG0
COMMON /LB5/NDAT,NDT#IPT,YRESP(605)#XTIME(605),TS#KRUN
COMMON /LB6/NRE3R
C0MM8N /LB7/IRCD/K0ATA/SUME2
COMMON /L89/SSQ,MOIST
COMMON /LB12/YMAN(605>
COMMON /LB13/SS31,SSG2,SSG3, TOTSSU 
DIMENSION CA(11),CB(11)#CR(11),TRX(11),TSH(11)
DIMENSI ON CONA(11)# C0NB(11),CONR(11),RXT(11>,SHT(11)
REAL K0#K1
DATA CONA/11*7874, 11*0260 # 10.1787’, 9*2470, 8*2421# 7.19# WA*4.40
+' 6.1244, 5*0950# 4.1442# 3.3041, 2.5910 / W‘ A 3 4 « 4 0
DATA CONB/46.6055, 45*8440# 44.9968, 44.0650# 43.0600, 42.0064, WA34.4Q
+ 40*9422# 39*9128# 38.9619# 38.1218, 37.4086 / WA34«4Q
DATA CONR/ 1*6071, 3*1300, 4,28245# 6*6880# 8*6979, 10.8050, WA*4.40
+ 12.9334, 14*9922, 16.8939, 18.5741, 20.004 / WA34,40
DATA RXT/70.C000, 71*9707, 74.1626, 76.5706, 79.1618, 81.8671, W‘AS4 • 4Q
84.5815# 87*1796, 89.5425# 91.5832, 93,2603 / WA*4.4Q
DATA SHT/55.0000# 55*1865# 55.3951# 55.6279,' 55.8866, 56.1721, WA3 4.4Q
+ 56*4844# 56*8218# 57.1815, 57#5596# 57.9521 / WA»4.40
......REACTOR PHYSICAL CONSTANTS
DATA EG#K0,HRX/5OO*0,175.0,250.0/
DATA CPl,CP2,8HTC,UAS/l*5,1.0#10.0,17*34/ 
DATA VR#VS,RH02/0.2006#0.1081,62.4/
DATA H,WS/0.005,25*0/
d a t a THETA/0.036/
DATA DIST/3.0/
IF(NDATA*EU*1)G0T81O 
G8T820
10 DO 11 1*1/11 
CA(I)*CeNA(I)
C8(I>*C8N8(I)
CR(I)*C9NR(I)
TRXm*RXT<I)
TSH(I)*SHT(I)
11 CONTINUE 
SSQ1*0*0 
SSQ2*0.0 
SSQ3=0*0 
t b t s s q *o .o
20 CONTINUE
IF(NDATA.EQ.1)CR11(1)«CR(11)
C80*5d*0
CR0*2*0
WR0*18*0
RHB1*60*0
CTIME(1)*0*0
C 
C
C.......... BEQIN REACTOR CALCULATIONS
C
WR*WRO+WA 
FRAC*WR/VR 
CB<1)*WR0/WR#CB0 
CR(1)*WR0/WR*CR0 
CA(1)-RH01-CB(1)*CR(1)
NTS*TS/H + 0.1
NSAMPL*0
PTIME30*0
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TRX(I>*(1.0-EXPR)*(TRX(I-1)+(K1*CA(I)*CB<I>*VR*HRX-1JAS*(TRX(I)- 
*TSH(I))>/RH81/CPl/WR)+EXPR*TRX(I)
W2*RH32*WS*CP2
TERMTS*(W2+UAS)/RH82/VS/CP2*H 
EXPTS*EXP(-TERMTS)
EXHS*EXP(*H*WS/VS)
TSH(I)»(1•O-EXPS > *(TSH(I-1>+UA$*< TRX(I)-TSH{I))/CP2/RH02/WS)+EXPS* 
?TSH(I)
22 C8NTINUE
IF C!RCD.EQ*O)G0T624
.......... T0 RECORD RESPONSE DUE T8 ’UPSET*
IF(IRCD«GT•1)G0T025 
IPT=IPT+1
IF(IPT.GT.6OO)G0T02^
YRESPCIPT)*CR(11)-9*882
XTIME(IPT)*IPT*M
60T024
C
25 lF(TIflE.LT»l.CO)G0T02<*
IPT*IPT+1
IF(IPT«GT»600)G0T5100 
YRESPtIPT)*CR(11)
IF(CR(11).UT*35.0)YRESP(IPT)«35.0 
IF(CR(11).LT*lb.0)YRESP(IPT)*15*/
IF(CR(11).LT.15.0)YRESP(IPT)*15.0 
YMANtIPT)?CA1(NDATA-1)
IF(YMAN(IPT).GT.20t0)YMAN(IPT)s20»0 
IF(YMAN(IPT)*LT,OtO)YNAN(IPT)30«0 
XTIMEUPT)»TIME-1*0
IF(NTS»EQ*12 .AND.NRE^R»EQ.2)PRINT l6iIPTiXTIME<IPT),YRESP(IPT)
16 F0RMAT(2OXd5/5X/FlO.3i5X/FlO*3)
ERR*SETPT-CR(11)
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C SUBRBUTINE CONTAINING MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSI9N CALCULATIONS T0
C OBTAIN DISCRETE MBDEL IDENTIFICATION
C
SUBROUTINE MODEL
COMMON CAK20C), CRl 1 (200 )/ A(10>/ NC / NU/ NVAR, NDATA/
♦ TIME/ M, WA/ C/ WRU/ CRO/ CBO/ RH01/ IDPROC
DIMENSION X< 8/125)/ Y( 8)/ XSUM( 8)/ XAVG( 8)/
+ XDIF( 8/125)/ YDIF(125)/ XX( 8/ 8)/ YY( 8)/
+ TEMP( 8/ 8)/ DUM{ 8)/ RXX{ 8/ 8)/ RYX( 8)
COMMON / LB1/XX,YY/NDET/D£T 
CSMM0N/LB3/ CM0D(2OO>
COMMON /LBb/NDAT/NDT/IPT/YRESP(605)/XTIME(605)/TS/KRUN 
COMMON /LB6/NRE3R 
COMMON /l b i o/ izero 
DATA KNT/O/
c
C— ------b e g i n n i n g m u l t i p l e l i n e a r r e g r e s s i o n
c
IZER0*0
IF(NDATA»GT.125)NDATA*125 
KNT*KNT+1 
PRINT 777/ NC/NU 
777 FORMATdOX/'C TERMS ■ 'I2/4X/'U TERMS * '/12)
C 
C
IF(KNT«GT*1)GOT044 
DO 30 I*1/NDATA
30 PRINT 31/I/CM0D(I)/CR11(I)/CAI(I)
31 FORMAT(10X/14/3F1Q»3)
99 PRINT 33
33 FORMAT(1H1)
44 NVAR«NC+NU 
YXbO»
SUMYsO.
YAVGaQ*
DQ 3 I *li NVAR 
D8 2 J*1^NVAR 
IF(ItQTtNC)G0T0lOOO 
X (I/J)aCRll(1)
G8T92 
1000 X(IiJ)*CAl(l)
2 CONTINUE 
XSUN(I> *0*
XAVQ(IJ *0*
YDIF(I)*0* 0
3 CONTINUE
D8 5 I■li NVAR 
08 * J«liNDATA 
CMQD(J)*0*0 
XDIRIiJMO*
IF t I.GT.NOG0T86 
12*I+J
XUiI2)*CRll(J>
G8T04
6 JJM-NC+IZER0
X (Ii JJ+J)*CA1(J )
<4> CONTINUE 
SUMX*0«
08 7 J*liNDATA 
SUNX«SUNX+X(IiJ)
IF(I»EQ•1JSUMY*SUMY+CR11(J )
7 CONTINUE
XAVGCI)=SUtfX/NDATA
YAVG*SUMY/NOATA
DO 8 J°liNDATA
XDIF(IiJ)*X(IiJ)-XAVG(I)
IF(I.EQ.l)YOiF(J)?CRll(J)-YAVG
o o o o
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........ COMPUTE MODEL COEFFICIENTS VIA CRAMER'S RULE
CALL OETRM
D8 16 151/NVAR 
DO 16 J*1,NVAR
16 XX(I,J)«TEMP(J/J)
A(L)«UET/DEN0M
lCaNC+l
lF(L«£iT.NC)G9T8l7 
PRINT 18/L/A(L)
18 F9RMAT(1H010X>'COEFFICIENT 8F C-S' $ 5Xi »A ( I2j M  * '1PE15.4//) 
GOT914
17 LL*L-NC
PRINT 19#LL/A(L)
19 F8RMAT(1H010X/'COEFFICIENT 8F U*Sfi5X*fB('*12*') * '*lPE15t4//>
14 CONTINUE
C*YAVG
DO 20 I * 1/NVAR
20 C=C-Am*XAVG(I)
PRINT 26*C
26 FORMAT(1H01QX** CONSTANT IN MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION « '#F10*3//) 
SSQR*0.0
NKT «* NDATA-5 
IPT*0
DO 28 N*5,NKT 
CM9=C
DO 27 I»1#NC
27 CM9*CM0+A(I)*CR11(N-I)
NC9*NC+1
DO 40 I*NCO/NVAR 
NSU9»N+NC8«I 
40 CMS*Ci10 + A( n*CAl(NSU8-l-IZER0>
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C*0D<N)=CMB 
DIF*C«0D(N)-CR11(NJ 
SSQR*SSQR+DIF*DIF
.......... ST0RE DATA POINTS FOR PLOTTING MODEL RESPONSE
IPT*IPT+1
YRESPtI P T ) * C M 0 D ( N ) -9.882 
XTIMEUPT)=N*TS-TS 
IF(XTIME(IPT)•STt3*00)IPT»lPT*l 
* ** * P R I N T  1 0 0 3 , X T I M E ( I P T ) i Y R E S P ( I P T )
1003 F0RMAT(25Xi2F15,3)
28 CONTINUE
— — — — c s m p u t e m u l t i p l e c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t
RSQR*(SYPS-SSQR)/SYPS
R»RS0R**0#5
PRINT 38/RSQRjR
38 FORMAT!IHOi10X/tMULTlPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT * »>F7.4,5X> 
■ 1 SORT(MCC) « »jF7.4)
.......... COMPUTE INDIVIDUAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
DO 34 I * 1# NVAR
34 RYX(I)*YY(I)/SQRT(XX(1/I)*SYPS>
PRINT 35i(RYX(I)/I*liNVAR)
35 FORMAT!1H0#9X*9F8*3)
DO 36 1*1,NVAR
.......... COMPUTE CROSS-CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
DO 36 J*1#NVAR
176
n 
o
RXX(I/I)«1.0
IF(I.EO#J)G0T536
RXX{I* J) * * X X (IiJ)/SQRT^XX(IiI)*XX(J /JJ)
36 CON T I N U E
PRINT 3 5 # ( ( R X X ( I # J ) j I * 1 / N V A R ) # J « 1 # N V A R )
PRINT 39#SSQR 
39 F 0 R M A T ( / 5 X # ’SUM 0F S Q U A R E S  e ’,2PE10«3#//)
• - •--test f8r 3 (1) s maller than b(2) , if se set B(i) equal to zero and
-----GO T H R 0 U 3 H  MLR AGAIN 
IF(NRESRtLT *2)RETURN 
I F ( A ( I C ) . L T # A ( I C + 1 ) ) G O T 0 4 1  
R E T U R N
41 IZEROal 
PRINT 42
42 F0RriAT(/10X’***3(l) IS N0W C0EFF. 0F U(I-l) RATHER THAN UCI) **»/) 
NREGR»0
G0T044 
1776 RE T U R N 
END
n
o
n
SUBRBUTINE C8MPUTES DETERMINANT 8F A MATRIX
SUBRBUTINE DETRM 
C8MM8N / LBl/A/BiN/DET 
DIMENSI8N A ( 8/ 8)/ B( 8)
K*2
LB1
■5 00 10 I N
RAT 18 «A(I#L)/A(L/L)
D8 10 J»K,N 
10 AU#J>«*A(I/d)*A(UiJ)*RATI8 
IF(K-N)lbi SO* 20 
15 U*K 
K*K+1 
G8T85 
20 DETal*0
D8 25 L*liN 
25 DET*DET#A(UU
99 FORMAT(///#12X/’THE DETERMINANT 8F THE MATRIX IS'/lXi 2PE15.7//) 
RETURN 
END
o
n
n
 
n
o
n
SUBROUTINE CALLS C8NTR8L ALGORITHM T8 BE IMPLEMENTED 
SUBROUTINE C8NTRL
CBMN0N CA1 (200) , CR1K200), G(10>, NC, NU, NVAR,
+ TIME, M, WA, C, WRO, CRO, CBO, RH01,
DIMENSION TC10)
C0MM0N /LB2/A(10),B (10)
C0MM5N /L3A/SETPT,PG
C8M.M0N /LB5/NDAT,NOT, IPT,YRESPC6055,XTIME(605>,TS,KRUN 
C0MM0N /LB7/IRC0,KDATA 
C8MM0N /LB10/ I2ER0 
D8 499 1*1,10 
E R R (I)*0*0 
499 ERR0RU)«C»O 
PAR = C
D0 150 LbNC,10 
150 A(L)*0*0
D8 160 L«NU,10 
160 3 (L)*0*0 
D8 1 1*1,NC
1 A (IJ *G( I )
D0 2 1*1,NU
2 B(I)«e<I+NC)
......... DETERMINE SAMPLING TIME EQUIVALENT 0F DEAD TIME, NDT
DQ 3 1*1,NU
3 T (I)*3(I)
D0 4 K*1,NU
IF < T <1).GE*T(K))G8T94 
TT*T(1>
T (1)* T (K )
T(K)*TT
NDATA,
IDPR8C
179
4 CONTINUE 
DO 11 I s 1* NU 
11 IF(T(1).EQ*B(I))IB»I 
NDTcia-1
500 IRCD-2
C
C......... -TEMP9RARY F0R PLOTTING TWg SUCCESSIVE SETP9INT CHANGES* KRUNsl
C
k r u n «i
c
n d a t *n d a t a -^
SETP2sSETPT
IF(IPT•GT®600)RETURN
IF(KRUN«NE*1)G9T8501
IF(TIHE.GT.1.23)SETPT«»25.0
C
C-----* SECQND SETP0INT CHANGE
C
IF(TIME»GT.2.23)SETPT*20«0
501 SETP1»SETPT 
ERR(NDATA)*SETP1-CR11(NDATA)
IF(TINE.GT«4.G)RETURN 
IF(KALG9®E0®1)CALL DAHLIN(UIN)
IF(KALG0.EO»2)CaLL DOSEAT(UIN)
IF(KALC'0.EO*3)CALL KAtMAN(UIN)
IF(KALG8*EQ*^)CALL DDOEAT(UIN)
IF(KALG0.EO#5)CALL MDBEAT(UIN)
UlNA«UlN
C
C.......... CALCULATE EXPECTED M0DEL 0UTPUT
C Y=C
D8 162 x»1* NC 
162 Y*Y+A(I)*CR11(NDATA+1-I)
D9 161 I»1*NU
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 SUBROUTINE COMPUTES DEADBEAT C0NTR9L ALGORITHM
SUBROUTINE DDBe AT(UIN)
COMMON CAl (200) t CR1H200)/ G(10)/ NC/ NU/ NVAR/ NDATA/
+ ‘ TIME/ K/ WA/ C/ WR0/ CKQ, CBO/ RH51/ IDPR0C 
COMMON /LB2/A(10 >/3(10)/ERROR( 200)
COMMON /UB^/SETPT/PG/KALG0
C9MM0N /LB5/NDAT/NOT/IPT/YRESP(605)/XTIME(605)/TS/KRUN 
COMMON /LB1O/IZER0 
DIMENSION BB(10)
... ALL8WS FOR FRACTIONAL 0EAQ8EAT BY SETTING PG °LESS THAN 1*0*
FRAC«PG
IF{KALG0.EQ.2)FRAC»l/O
iF(KALuB.EQ.5)FRAC»l«0
ERROR(NDATA)aSETPT-CRll(NDATA)
N'NDT
Nl“N+l
N2»NU-N
IF-(N*EQ*1*AND*NU*EQ*2)BB(1)»B(2)
IF(N1*ED»NU)G0T02 
DO 1 I*l/N2
1 BB(I)*B(I+N)
2 UI «FRAC*ERR8R(NDATA)
U2*0«0
DO 3 I=1/NC
3 U2 * U2-A(I)«ERReR(NDATA*I)*FRAC- 
IF(N2.LT.2)GOT05
.......ARRANGES Data TREATMENT ACCORDING TO DEADTIME AND NUMBER OP PASSES
THROUGH REGRESSION
.......IZER6 s 0 INDICATES A SINGLE PASS THRU REGRESSION
n
o
n
 
o
o
o
 
o
n
o
 
n
n
n
n
-IZER3 s 1 INDICATES 2 PASSES THRU R E G R E S S I O N  S H I F T I N G  INPUT 
c b e f f i c i e n t  S U B S C R I P T S  BY 1
I F ( U E R B . E Q . 1 ) N b 1
U3 * 0 * 0
09 4 1*2#N2
4 U3 * U 3 - 8 B ( I ) * ( C A 1 ( N 0 A T A - I + 1 ) - C A 1 I N D A T A - I - N ) )
5 U4« + B B ( 1 ) « C a 1CNDATA-1-N)
U I N - U 1 + U 2 + U 3 + U 4
UIN»UIN/3B(1)
•END C B N T R B l LER C A L C U L A T I O N S
I F ( U I N , G T * 2 4 t O ) G 9 T 9 7  
IF(UIN«LT *0*0)3 8 T B 7
6 RETURN
7 I F ( U I N . G T * 2 4 * 0 ) U I N » 2 4 . 0  
IF ( U I N . L T « 0 . 0 ) U I N * 0 . 0
••-•-•-CALCULATES ERR8R C O R R E S P O N D I N G  T8 C8NTR8LLF.R S A T U R A T I B N
E R R B R ( N D A T A ) 5 ( 3 B ( 1 ) * U I N - U 2 - U 3 - U 4 ) / F R A C
........ CA L C U L A T E S  ERR0R C 8 R R R S P 8 N D I N G  TS C 8 N T R 8 L L E R  S A T U R A T I O N
R ETURN
END
o 
no
 
o 
n 
n
C S U 3 R9UTINE C O M P U T E S  DAHLlN TUN E A B L E  C ONTROL
SUB R B U T I N E  D A H l IN(UIN)
COMMON C A l ( 2 0 0)/ C R 1 K 2 0 0 ) /  G(10>z NC/ NU/ NVAR/ NDATA/
+ TIME/ M, WA/ C j WRQ, CR9/ CtJO/ RH81/ IDPR9C
CO M M O N  / L B H / A ( 1 0 ) / 8 ( 1 0 > / E R R O R <200)
C 0 M M 9 N / L B 4 / S R T P T / P G ^ K A L G 0
CO M M O N  / L B 5 / N D A T , N O T / I P T / Y R E S p (605 > z X T I M E (605)z T S/KRUN  
CO M M O N  /LB 1 O / I Z E R 0  
D I M E N S I O N  BB(10J 
E R R O R (N D A T A )*S e T P T - C R 1 1< N D A T A )
N»NDT ' .
IF(NDT *EU » 0 ) G O T O 102 
00 100 I*1/NU 
100 BB(I)*3(I)
N X b NU-NDT 
DO 101 1*1/ NX 
101 BtI)«BB( I + N D T )
B C N U ) * 0 « Q
102 N1*N+1
is THE R E C I P R O C A L  OF THE TIME C O N S T A N T  9F THE S P E C I F I E D  RESPONSE/ 
C(Z)
 ........ BEGIN C A L C U L A T I O N  OF D A H L I N  A L GORITHM
ALAM*EXP(-P3*TS)
F R A C S 1•O-ALAM 
U I * E R R 9 R (N D A T A )*FRAC 
U2b0«0
DO 103 1*1,NC
103 U 2 b U 2 - F R A C * A ( I } * E R R O R < N D A T A - I )
U 3 b 0*0
DO 104 1*2,NU
n
o
n
 
o 
o 
n
104 U3«U3-8U >*CAl(NDATA + l - n  
U4«0*0
09 105 I«1#NU
105 U4»U4+ALAM*B(I>*CA1(NDATA-I)
U5=0.0
09 106 I■1/NU
106 U5»U5+FRAC*B(I)*CA1(NDATA.N-IZER8-1)
UIN«(Ui+U2+U3+U4+U5)/B(1)
.......... END C6NTR9LLER CALCULATIONS
I F ( U I N t G T o 2 4 * O ) G 8 T 0 l O 8
1F(UIN.LT*O*O)G0T01O8
107 RETURN
108 IF(UIN.GT*E4«0)UIN*24»0 
IF(UIN*LT*0*0)UlNaO«0
-CALCULATE ERRBR C9RRESP8NDING TB C9NTR9LLER SATURATI9N
ERR8R<NDATA)*(B<1>*UIN-U2-U3*U4-U5)/FRaC
RETURN
END
185
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SUBR8UTINE PLOTS SYSTFM RESPONSE T0 ’UPSET' AND C9MPARES IT T9 
ONE-STEP AHEAD MODEL 9UTPUT
SUBRBUTINE PL9TM 
C8MM9N /LS4/SETPT/PG
COMMON /LBB/NDATjNDT/ IPT<fYRESP(605)/XTlME(605)/TS/KR’JN 
COMMON /L87/IRCDiKDATA#SUME2 
DATA NM9D/NMMi NPL0T/Of 3/0/
DIMENSION fcJUF(3000)
IF(IPT*3T.6OO)G3T01 ' '
CALL PLOTS (BUP/3000)
1 NM-0 
I18IPT+1 
I2-IPT+2 
XTI M E ( 11 )0» 0 
xtime(i2)»o«5 
YRESP(11)®U*0 
YRESPtI2)*5»0 
IF(NM8D.EQ*1)68T310 
CALL PL9T(0.0/5.5/-3)
CALL AXIS(0o0»#8HRESPeNSEi+8/+^//90.> YRESP( U  )#YRESP( 12) )
CALL AXIS(O«,O. ,8HR£SP0NSE*+8 j +4 . /9O .#YRESP<ID#YRESPt12))
CALL AXIS(0.,0*,1H i-1#+6*>0*#XTI?1E(I1)jXTIME(I2>) 
i0 IF(NM0D.EQ«1)NM*-1
CALL FLlNEUTIMEiYRESPi IPT#1#NM#NMM)
CALL PLOT{0«0i0*0/3)
NM9D«NM0D+1
IF(NM9D.GT«1)NM9DbO
RETURN
END
186
C SUBROUTINE PL9TS CL0SED-L60P SYSTEM RESPONSE UNDER THE INFLUENCE
C OF A CHOSEN DISTURBANCE
C SUBROUTINE ALSO PLOTS THE CORRESPONDING VARIATION IN
c the man i p ul at e d  v a r i a b l e
c
S U B R O U T I N E  PLOTR
CO M M O N  / L 3 5 / N D A J / N D T i I P T /  Y R E S P (6G5 >,XT I M E (605} / TS* KRUN 
COMMON / L 8 8 / T C / T U i S T M  
COM K O N  / L B12/YMAN(605)
DIMENSION BUFC3000)
DIMENSION XAXIS ( 1 ) j Y a X I S ( 2 )
DIMENSION T M 0 D ( 3 ) j S T ( 1 )
DATA X A X I S / A H T I M E /
DATA YAXIS/SHRESPONSE/
DA T A  T M 0 D / 1 1 H M 0 D E L  C - U/
DATA ST/2HTS/
DATA IPLOT/O/
IP L O T 3 IPL3T+1
I F ( I P L O T * E U * i )CALL P L 0 T S ( B UF/3000)
IF C I P L O T * E O * 1 ) C A L L  F A C T O R (0*8)
INPT«IPT+1
INTV«IPT+2
XTI M E (INPT > B0* 0
XTIME(INTV)*0.5
Y R E S P ( I N P T ) » 1 5 * 0
Y R E S P ( I N T V ) « 5 . 0
CALL P L O T (0*0/0»0i «3)
C
C — - ........ TO PLOT ONLY S Y S T E M  RESPONSE/ G0 T 5 1 0
C
C ............ BEGIN PLOT OF M A N I P U L A T E D  VARIABLE
C
Y M A N (I N P T )«0 * 0 
Y M A N (INTV J »5tO
00
o 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n
CALL PLeiT(0.0/+5«0/-3)
CALL A X I S ( 0 . 0 * 0 . 0 # 1 H  •- l i 6 . 0 / 0 . 0 * X T I M E (I N P T )*X T I M E ( I N T V ))
CALL AXlS(0./0»i9H'iAN* V A R » # + 9 / 4 . Q # 9 0 * 0 j Y M A N ( I N P T ) / Y M A N (I N T V ) ) 
Y A « Y M A N ( 1 ) / Y M A N ( I N T V )
CALL P L 6 T ( 0 . 0,YA*+3)
D9 5 I= 2 * IPT 
X A * X T I M e;( I )/XT I ME U N T V )
YA»YMAN( I-1)/YVSAN( INTV)
YtJaYMAN ( I )/YMAN(INTV)
CALL P L&T(XA/YA,+2)
5 CALL P L B T I X A j YB,+2)
CALL P L 0 T C - 1 # 4 # + 4 . O * 3 >
CALL P L 6 T ( - 1 . 4 * + 4 . 0 # 2 >
CALL PL0T(Q.O* + 4 . O * 3 )
CALL PL0T(6.O#+4»O*+2>
CALL PL9TI 6 . 0 / 0 . 0 / + 2 )
C A L L  PLQT ( 0 . 0 > - 5 « 0 / * 3 )
  END 8F PL9T 0F M A N I N U L A T E D  VAR I A B L E
 ..............BEGIN PL9T BF C9NTR6LLED RESP0NSE
10 CALL AXIS(0.0*0*0*XAXIS#-4#6*0#O.U#XTIME(INPT)#XTIMEUNTV))  
CALLAXIS(0*0#0.0#YAXlS#+8#4.0*9 0 . 0 , YRESP(INPT)/YRESPtINTV)) 
CALL P L 3 T ( 0 . 0 * + 4 . 0 / + 3 )
CALL P L a T ( 6 . 0 / + 4 . Q / 2 )
CALL PL6T( 6»0/0*0,» 2)
CALL PL9T( 0 * 0 / 0 » 0 / 3 )
CALL FLINE( XTIM£j YRESP*IPT# l iO jO )
CALL SYMBOL!1 * 5 * 3 . 5 # 0 * 1 2 # TM8D*0*0*11)
CALL NUMBER!2t2,3 . 5 # 0 * 1 2 # TC#0*0#-1>
CALL NUMBER! 2 * 6 * 3 . 5 * 0 * 1 2 * TU#0 * 0 # - I )
CALL SYMBOL! 3 * 4 , 3 . 5 * 0 * 1 2 * ST*0*0#2>
188
CALL NUMBER< 3 * 7 / 3 . 5 / 0 * 1 2 / STMj 0 , 0 / 3 )  
CALL PL8T( + 8 . 5 / 0 * 0 / 3 )
CALL H L 9 T ( + 8 . 5 / 0 * 0 / 2 )
CALL P L 0 T C 9 . 9 / O . O / - 3 )
RETURN
END
n 
n 
n
C
SUBROUTINE FOR THE KALMAN MINIMUM SETTLING TIME ALGORITHM
C
SUBROUTINE KALMAN(UIN)
COMMON C A K 2 0 0 ) ,  CRH (200 )#  Gf lO)#  NC/ NU# NVAR/ NDATA/ 
& TIME/ M/ WA# C/ WRO# CRO# CBO/ RH61# IDFROC
COMMON / L 3 2 / A ( 1 0 ) / 3 ( 1 0 ) / ERROR(200)
COMMON / L 3 4 / S E T p T # P 3 , K A L G 0
COMMON /LBb/NDAT/NDTzIFT/YRESP(605) /XTIME(605) /TS/KRUN 
COMMON /LB10/ IZER8 
DIMENSION P ( 1 0 ) / Q ( 1 0 ) / B B ( 1 0 )
ERROR(NDATA ) » S E T P T * C R X 1 ( N D a T A >
IF(NDATA«3T»5)GOTO445 
DO 10 1* 1 / 4  
P ( I  )*0*0 
10 G (I)*0*0 
' N*0 
NN*NU-N 
SUMB«U#0 
SUMA*1.0 
QO* 1# 0 
DO 1 I*1/NC
1 SUMA»SUMA+A(I)
DO 2 I*1/NN
2 SUMB = SUMB+B( I )
........................NORMALIZE P <2) AND Q(Z)
GO*1 • O/SUMS 
DO 3 I * 1 / NC
3 0 ( 1 )»-A(I ) /SUMB 
DO 4 I«1/NU
4 P ( I ) *d{ I>/SUMB 
DO 444 1*1 /4
190
n
o
n
 
n 
n 
n
444 PRINT 446j I#P(I)/I#Q(I>jQO
446 F8RMAT(20Xj’NORMALIZED COEFFICIENTS'/4 X , « P 12/») * 'jF10.4/5X* 
& ’U( 1 * 12* ') «* »/F10«4i5X, »Q0 ® »/F10*4//)
445 CONTINUE 
NPASSaNPASS+l 
GAIN*1*0
— ........ BEGIN CONTROLLER CALCULATIONS
UlaQO*ERR0R(NDATA)*GAIN 
U2®0* 0 
DO 5 IB1j NN
5 U2SU2+P(I)*CA1< NDATA-1"IZERO-N)
U3*0*U
DO 6 I * 1/NC
6 U3«U3+Q<I)*ERR0R(NDATA-I)
UIN*U1+U2+U3
CONTINUE
.......... END CONTROLLER CALCUU.7J.SNS
UINA*UIN
IF(UIN.GT.24.0)G0T08
IF(UIN.LT.0.0)GST08
7 RETURN
•8 IF(UIN.GT*24.0)UIN«24*0 
IF(UIN.LT.C.0)UIN*0.0 
ERROR!NDATA)»UlN-U3-U2 
ERROR < NDATA)-ERROR(NDATA)/QO 
9 RETURN 
END
n
o
n
SUBROUTINE COMPUTES FRACTIONAL (LAZY) DEADBEAT CONTROL 
SUBROUTINE LZBEAT(UIN)
COMMON CAK200), CR1K2Q0)# G(1U># NC# NU# NVAR# NDATA#
5 TIME# M# WAj C# WRO# CRO# CSO# RH01# IDPROC
COMMON /LS2/A(10)#B(1U)#ERR3R(200)
COMMON /L3^/SETPT#PG#KALG0
COMMON /L9&/NDAT#NDT/IPT#YRESP(605)#XTIME(605)#TS#KRUN 
COMMON /L310/IZERO 
DATA NPASS#ISAVE/0#0/
DIMENSION SETP(30Q>
IF(NDATA*EQ*ISAVE)NPASS»0
lF(NPASS*NEtO)GOT03
1 DO 2 I*l#10
2 SETP(IJsSETPT
3 lF(NPASStES«C>ISAVE«NDATA 
NPASS*NPASS+1
IF(NPASS»EU*1>STP»SETPT
f r a c *pg
ERROR(NDATA)-SETPT-CRll(NDATA)
ERR«ERR0RCNDATA)
SETP(NDATA)»SETPT 
IB-NDT+1 
100 CONTINUE 
Y«0#0 
200 DO 50 I«1#NC
50 Y»Y+A(I)*CR11(NDATA-I)
DO 51 I«1#NU
IF(I*EO.NOT)G0T051
Y»Y+B(I)*CA1(NDATA-I-IZER0)
51 CONTINUE
IF(FRAC »LT »0»1)GOTO 160
SETP(NDATA)«CR11(NDATA)+FRAC*ERR
192
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C SUBROUTINE COMPUTES MODIFIED DEADBEAT CONTROL
C
SUBROUTINE MDBEATCJIN)
COMMON CA1(200)t CRll<200)/ 3(10)/ NC/ NU/ NVAR/ NDATA/
S TIME/ M/ WA, C/ WRO/ C«0/ CBO/ RH01/ IDPR8C
COMMON /L32/a (10)/B (10)/ERROR(200)
COMMON /LB^/SETPT/PG/<ALGO
COMMON /LOb/NDAT/NDT/IPT/YRESP(605),XT IME(605)/TS/*RUN 
COMMON /L310/IZER6 
DIMENSION R(300)/BB(l0)
DATA K/300*20#0/
DATA IPASS/O/
DATA CHAT/16#1987/
IF(NDATA#3T #5)GOTO2 
DO 11 I«l/10 
11 B3(I)*0*0
R(NDATA)«SETPT
N«NDT
Nl*N+l
N2«NU-N
BB(l)=b(2)
IF(N1#EQ#NU)G0T02 
DO 1 I*l/N2
1 BaCI)*B(I+N)
PRINT 2000/N/Nl/N2/83(l)/BB(2)#BB(3)
2000 F0RMAT(5X/3I5/3ri5.4)
2 RSTAR*PQ*(SETPT-CR11(NDATA))+CRll<NDATA)
C
 .......... CALCULATE PREDICTED(MgDEL) RESPONSE VALUE
C
CSTAR«C 
DO 6 I«1/NC 
6 CSTARsCSTAR+A(I)*CR11(NDATA-I)
VO
-P-
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o PROGRAM C8NTAINS CONTINUOUS CLOSED REGRESSION FOR AOAPTI.VE
DIMENSION CR11 (2002),CA1(2002)
DIMENSION AA{10)iERROR(2002)
DIMENSION CA(11)jCB(11)*CR(11)jTRX(11)j TSH(11}
DIMENSION CON A (11 > /CONB (11),C0NR (H)jRXT(ll)/ SHT (11)
DIMENSION P{5/5)/DP(5*5),A(10),B(i0>*C<10>/X(10>/Y(2002)
REAL K0,K1 
NC«2
NU»2 ' .
NDT»1 
NOT «0 
NDATA*3 
KPRNT*0 
IPRNT«2Q 
SETPT *20*0 
AA<1)*0.28681 
AA(2)*-0.034152 
AA(3)*0* 33388 
AA(4>*1.0082 
Z 1 * A A (1)
Z2*AAI 2)
Z3*AA(3)
Z4»AA(4)
ALPHA *0»3
PRINT 800/ALPHA,AA <1)* AA < 2 > # AA < 3 > # AA (4 >
800 FORMAT!10X/’CONTINUOUS CLOSED-LOOP REGRESSION»/5X/’ALPHA «*,F6.4/ 
8 7//5X/’COEFFICIENTS * »/4F10.4///>
DO 1 1*1/5 
ERROR!I)*0*0 
CR1K I)*20.0 
1 CA1(I>*11.787 
TS*C»05
CONTROL
196
c
C----------PAKLIN-S C0NTR9L ALGfiRITHN
XLA“!Ds6«0 
XL*£XrJ ( - X L A M D * T S )
C
1000 ERR0R(NDATA)«SETPT-CR11(N0ATA)
FRAC«1*0-XL
KL8S«0
CALL SWlTCHfl/KLOS)
IF(KL9S.E3.1)uBT8899
AA(1)*Z1
AA12J«Z2
AA(3)*Z3
AA(4)»Z**.
899 C8NTINUE
C
C—  —  BEGIN C6NR0LLLER CALCULATIONS
C
SUMB«AA(3)+AAU)
Q0«1»0/SUNB 
Q1»AA(1)/SUMB 
Q2S AA(2)/SUMB 
PI*AA(3)/SUMB 
P2* AA(4)/SUMB 
UINsQQ*£RR6R(NDATA)
UIN*UIN-Q1*ERR0R(NDATA-1)-Q2*ERR6R(NDATA-2> 
UlN*UlN+Pl*'CAllN0ATA-l)+P2*CAl(NDATA-2>
I OUT*0
CALL SWITCH(2j I9UT)
IF(IBUT »EQ *1)0918901
PRINT 900*E R R O R (N D A T A ) / C A l ( N D A T A - 1)/CA1(NDATA .2 ) iUlN / C R 1 K N D A T A )
900 FORMAT(20X*5F15•4)
901 CONTINUE
C
o 
n — - ......- END C S N T R Q L L E R  C A L C U L ATIONS* 3EGIN R EACTS* S I m ULATI9N
DA T A  C 0 N A / 11.7874# 11-0260* 10.1787# 9*2470# 8*2421# 7.19# W A * 4 . 4 0
& 6*1244, 5*0950# 4,1442# 3.3041# 2. 6 9 1 0  / w a «4.4Q
DATA C 0 N B / 46.6C55* 45*8440# 44.9968# 44,0650# 43,0600# 42*0064# W A * 4 . 4 0
& 40.9422# 39*9128# 38.9619# 38.1218# 37.4036 / W A » 4 , 4 0
DA T A  C 0 N R /  1.6071# 3*1300# 4.23245# 6*6880# 8*6979# 10.8050# W A « 4 , 4 0
& 12.9334# 14*9922# 16.8939# 18.5741# 20,004 / W A « 4 . 4 0
DA T A  RXT/70.0000# 71*9707# 74.1626# 76.5706# 79.1618# 81.8671* W A * 4 . 4 0
& 84.5815* 87*1796# 89.5425* 91.5832# 93. 2 6 0 3  / W A * 4 . 4 C
DATA SHT/55.0000* 55*1865# 55,3951* 55,6279# 55.8866#- 56.1721# W A * 4 , 4 Q
5 56.4844* 56*8218# 57,1815* 57,5596* 57,9521 / W A « 4 , 4 0
DATA E 0 * K e # H R X / 5 O O . O # 1 7 5 . 0 , 25U.0/
D A T A  C P 1 # C P 2 * 0 H T C * U A S / 1 * 5 # 1 . O # 1 0 . 0 * 1 7 » 3 4 /
DA T A  V R , V S * R H 0 2 / O . 2 O O 6 # O . 1081*62*4/
DATA H * W S / 0 . 005 * 2 5 . 0 /
DATA T H E T A / 0 . 0 3 6 /
I F ( N D A T A * N E . 3 ) S 8 T 0 4  
D0 3 I - l / U  
C A ( I )■ C Q N A (I )
C B ( I )* C 9 N B (I )
C R ( I ) * C 8 N R ( I >
TRX(I)«RXT(I)
TSH(I)«SHT(I)
3 CON T I N U E  
C S 0 * 5 8 . 0  
XDATA*NDATA'
C R 0 » 2 * 0
WR 0 * 1 8 * Q
I F ( N D A T A * O T * 100)W R 0 * 2 3 . 0  
R H 0 1 « 6 O . O
4 W A « W R O * ( C R O + C 8 O ) / ( R H 0 1 - U I N ) * W R O  
WR * W R U + W A
F R A C * W R / V R
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Ct3< 1)sWK0/WH*CB0 
CR<1)«WR0/w r *CR0 
CA(1)*RH81-CB(1)-CR(1)
NTS*TS/H+Q*5
NSAMPt«0
CA1(NDATA)*CA(1)
n d a t a *n d a t a + i
....... COMMENCE FOULING
IF {^jDATA • EG • 1550) PAUSE ■ -
IF(NDATA»GT«50•AND*NDATA#LTt1550)WR0.WR0+0*003
IF(UAS*LT *9*0)UAS»9*0
5 NSAMPL*NSAMPL+1 
TIME»TIHE+H
....... APPROXIMATING PLUG FLOW RpACTOR WITH SERIES BF 10 BACKMIX REACTORS
6 DO 7 I*2>11 
Kl*KO*EXP( -EG/TRXU ) )
TERMA*(K1*CB(I)+FRAC)*H 
EXPA*EXP(-TERMA)
CA(I)»(FRAC*CA(1-1))/(Kl*CB(I)+FRAC)*(l?0 - EXPA)+CA(I)*EXPA 
IF(CA(I)»LE*0*0)CA(I)*0#0 
TERMS*(K1*C6(I)+FRAC)*H 
EXPQ*EXP(.TERMS)
CB(I)*FRAC*CB<I-1)/(K1*CA<I)+FRAC>#<1 *O-EXPB)+C8(I>#EXPB
IF CCB(I)*LE*0*0) CB{I)*0*0
EXPR8EXP(.FRAC*H)
CR(I)-RH01-Ca (I)-CB(I)
W1*RH01*WR*CP1
TERMTR*(Wl+UAS)/RH81/VR/CPl*H
EXPTR*EXP(-TERMTR)
TRX(I)s(1.0-EXPR)#(TRX(I-l)+(Ki*CA(I)*CB(I)*VR*HRX-UAS*(TRX(I)- 
*TSH(I)))/RH01/CPl/WR)+EXPR*TRX(I)
on
 
o 
o
o
n
o
n
o
W2«RH02*WS*CP2
TERMTS*(Wg+UAS)/RH92/VS/CP2*H
e x p t s «e x p (-t e r m t s )
EXPS«£XP(«H#WS/VS)
TSH(I)»(1.0-EXPS)*(TSH(I-1)+UAS»(TRX(I)-TSH<I))/CP2/RH02/WS)+EXPS«
■TSH(I)
7 c o n t i n u e
c
IF(NSAMPL*NE.NTS)GBT05 
CR11(NDATA)*CR(11)
 ..... END REACT0R SIMULATION* BEGIN CONTINUOUS REGRESSION
..........KLes 8 1 IMPLIES NO ADAPTIVE CONTROL
IP(XLOS.NE»1)50T0502
• DATA ISAMPL/0/
DATA P/25*0.0/
NVAR=NU+NC 
ISAMPL8ISAMPL+1 
IF(ISAMPL.GT•1)G0T09
 .....  DEFINE ALPHA IN EXPOn IENt IAL MAPED PAST
RATIO-1.0/(1.0-ALPHA)
DO 8 I * 1* NVAR 
DO 8 J»1*NVAR
8 P(I*J)*10000.0
9 CONTINUE 
Y(NDATA)«CR11(NDATA)
DO 10 I«1*NC
10 X(I)®CR11(NDATA^I)
DO 11 131* NU
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00 ft!
-« o 
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ftl
(U
23 F8RMAT(//10X, 'COEFFICIENT 8F U-S 3(
24 FORMAT(////10X#'SAMPLE N8» ' 14///) 
2b F8RMAT(5X,'PNI/J ® SE15.3)
26 FORMAT(1QX/1 BUT * »/£10*4/5X#fERR « 
I0UT«O
CALL SWITCH(3/I8UT)
I F (I0UT.EQ*1)SETPT»15*O 
lF(ieUT.EQ*2)SETPT«20*0 
IF(NDATA*LT *2000)GOTO1000 
ISAMPLsQ 
ST8P
500 KPRNT»0
PRINT 501#TIME/SETPT/CRll(NDATA)iWR 
5AA(4)/CAl{NDATA»l)/UIN
501 F8RMAT(2X/12F10*4)
G0T8502
ST8P
END
iI2j') « »#E14*4//)
»/E10*4/5X#»Y(K) * »/F10*4//>
/8UT/ERR/AA(1)/AA(2)/AA(3>#
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SU3R0UTINE COMPUTES AND PLOTS CONTROLLED RESPONSE OF REACTOR 
TO A SERIES OF TWO STEP CHANGES IN SET POINT
UPDATED MODEL IS BASED ON CLOSED LOOP CONTINUOUS REGRESSION
DIMENSION BUF(3000),XTIM(500)/YRES(500)
DIMENSION CRU(2002),CA1(2002>
DIMENSION AA(10)pERROR(2002)
DIMENSION CA(ll)#C8(ll>iCR(ll)>TRX(ll)iTSH(ll)
DIMENSION C8NA(11J/C8NB(11),C0nR(11)^RXT(11)/SHT(11)
DIMENSION P(5;5)jDP(5j5)j A(10)j8(X0)jC(10)/X{10)*2002)
REAL K0*K1 
NU*2 
NC*2 
NDT »0
n d a t a »o
IPL0T*»0 
SETPT»15*0
  COEFFICIENTS FROM ORIGINAL LINEAR REGRESSION
AA(1)*0.28681 
AA(2)»-0*034152 
AA(3)=0.33388 
AAU)=1.0082
2000 c o n t i n u e
NDATA«Q 
ERRSQ*0.0 
UIN*10*541 
SETPT*15*Q 
DO 1 1*1*5 
ERROR!I)*0*0 
CR1K I )*15*0
203
1 CA1{I)*10*541 
T5-0.U5 
XTIM(1)»0.0 
YRES(1)*15*0 
IF(NDATA*EQ*0)G8T9300 
999 KSET*1 
NDATA*3 
IPT«1 
TIME*0«0
1000 ERROR(NDATA)*SETPT*CRll(NDATA)
SUM3*AA<3)+AA(4)
Q0*l*0/SUMti 
Ql*AA(1)/SUtfB 
Q2-AA(2)/SUMB 
P1«AA(3)/SUM3 
P2*AA(4}/SUMB 
UIN*Q0*ERR0R(NDATA)
UINsUIN-Q1«-ERR0R (NDATA-1) «Q2*ERR0R<NDATA-2) 
UlN*UiN+Pl*CAl(NDATA-l)+P2*CAl(NDATA-2)
DATA C8NA/11.7S74, 11*0260# 10*1737# 9*2470# 8*2421# 7.19# WA«*4.
s 6*1244# 5*0950, 4.1442# 3.3041# 2.5910 / WA* 4.40
DATA C8NB/46.6055# 45*8440# 44.9968* 44.0650* 43.0600# 42.0064* WA*4.40
S 40.9422* 39*9128# 38.9619* 38*1218* 37.4086 / WA*4.<*0
DATA C8NR/ 1*6071# 3*1300# 4.28245 * 6*6880# 8*6979# 10*8050# WA-4.40
& 12.9334# 14*9922# 16.8939# 18.5741# 20.004 / WA-4.4Q
DATA RXT/70.0000# 71*9707# 74.1626* 76.5706* 79.1618# 81.8671* WA«4.40
5 84.5815# 87*1796* 89.5425# 91.5832# 93.2603 / WA-4.40
DATA SHT/55.0000* 55*1365# 55.3951* 55.6279* 55.8866* 56*1721* WA-4.40
& 56.4844# 56*8218# 57.1815* 57.5596# 57.9521 / WA-4.4Q
DATA EO# K0* HRX/500 *0*175.0# 250.0/
DATA CPl#CP2#6HTC* UAS/1*5#1 • 0#10* 0#17* 34/
DATA VR#VS#RH52/0*2006#0*1 0 8 1 # 6 2*4/ 
DATA H*WS/0.005#25*0/
300 IF(NDATA*NE*O)G0T04
\
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35
C
301
303
C
6
D8 3 1*1/11 
CA(I)*C0NA(I)
CB(I)*C3N3(I)
CR<I>*C8NR<I)
TKX<n*RXT<I)
TSH(I)*SHT(I)
CONTINUE
CBOa58*3
CR0a2«0
WR0«22»5
RH01«6O*O
KSET-0
WA«WRO*(CRO+CBO)/(RH01-UIN)«WRO
WR*WRO+WA
FRAC*WR/VR
CB(1)*WR0/WR*CB0
CR(1)*WR0/WR*CR0
CA(l)*RH91-CB(l}«CR(i>
NTS*TS/H+0«1
NSAMPL«0
CA1(NDATA)«CA(1)
NDATA*NDATA+1
NSAMPL*NSAMPL+1
t i m e «t i m e+h
IF(KSET.NE*O)G0T86 
08 302 J*l/20
00 7 1*2/11 
Ki*K0*EXP(“E0/TRX(I} )
TERMA*(K1*CB(I)+FRAC)*H 
EXPA«EXP(-TERMA)
CA(I)»(FRAC*CA(1-1))/(Kl*CB(I)+FRACJ*(l*0 
IF(CA <I)*LE«0.0)CA(I}*0.0
- EXPA)+Ca ( n*EXPA
205
TCR*‘.3s(Kl«Cd( I J+FRAC)*H 
EXHasfcXpI-TERMB)
ca<I)3FRAC*CB(I-1)/(K1#CA(I)+FRAC)*(1»0-EXPB)+C«(I)*EXPB
IF(CB(I).LE«0«0) CB<I)*0*0
EXPRc£XP(-FRAC*H)
CR U  )SRH81-CA(I)-C3{I)
Wl3RMb1*WR*CP1
TERMTR3 (Wl+UAS)/RH8l/VR/Cp1.*H 
EXPTR«EXP(-TERMTR)
TRX(I)■(1.0-EXPR)*(TRX(I-l)+(Kl*CA(I)*CB(I)*VR*HRX-UAS*(TRX(I)- 
«TSH{I)))/RHei/CPl/WR)+EXPR*TRX(I)
•W2«RH02*WS*CP2 ----
TERMTS® {W2+UAS) /RH82/VS/CP2*H 
EXPTS*EXP(-TERMTS)
EXPS»EXP<*H*WS/VS)
TSH(I>•(1,0*EXPS)*(TSH(I•1)+UAS*(TRX(1)*TSH(I))/CP2/RH&2/WS)+EXPS* 
STSH(I)
7 CONTINUE 
302 CONTINUE
IF(KSET »E3«0)G8T8999
IF(TIME.QT*1.00)0818700
IPTsIPT+1
YRES(IPT)aCR(11)
XTIM(IPT)-TIME 
EaSETPT-CR(11) •
ERRSO»ERRSO+E*E 
IF(NSAMPL«NE «NT$)G8TQ5 
C R H  (NDATA)«CR( 11) 
lF(TI.fiE.GT»0*10)SETPTs20.0 
IF(TIME.GT.0«55)SETPTS15.0 
69TeiOOO 
700 IPL8T*IPL8T+1
IF(IPL8T *GT« 1)G0T0777 
CALL PL8TS(BUF#3000)
206
n
o
n
CAUL PL8T(0*0*Of0**3) 
i d a t a»n d a t a
NDATAsQ
C8EFFICIENTS FROM ON-LINe CONTINUOUS REGRESSI9N
AA(J)s0.E320 
AA(2)*-0*0889 
AA(3)*0*2791 
AAU)*0.9534
11*IPT+1 • 4
I2«IPT+2
YREStIl)«12.5
YRES(I2)*2*5
XTIM( I D - 0 . 0  
X T I M ( I 2 ) « 0 » 2
CALL AXIS(0* j0*i4HT!ME/«*4i5«0j0*0#XTIM( I1)/XTIM( 12) )
CALL AXIS(0«0/0,0#8HRESP8NSE>8/4.3/90*0,YRES(Il)iYRES{12)> 
CALL PL8T(0*,4*0/3)
CALL PLQT(5.*A.i2)
CALL PLOT(5*/Q* #2)
777 CALL FLINE<XTIM,YRES,IPT/l,0/0)
D8 778 K*2/IDATA
778 PRINT 779, IPL8T,K,CAi(K«i ),CRU(K>
779 F8RMAT(10X,2I5/2F12«4)
PRINT 888*ERRSQ
888 F8RNAK15X/‘ERRSO *»,F15.5)
IF(IPLOT *EU*1)G8T82000 
CALL PL0T(0./0*,999>
STOP
END
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